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r;:=:=:==================THE EDITOIUAL=======================il 

Lords of the Ring 
Architecture is a little known-about 
field, one that rarely becomes a 
matter of public discussion or 
awareness. In North America it is a 
tradition that large buildings or 
complexes elicit this awareness, 
through their ~enable influence 
on our cities' panem language. As 
this very precious language is upset by 
these projects (resulting in urban 
deterioration, whether one is aware of 
1t or not), the public reactions of 
interest., aw-areness, and/or controversy 
are aroused. 

A socially-minded businessman recently 
expressed to us (with regard to the 
disasters of North American urban 
design, particularly in Montreal) his 
opinion that all architects and all 
developers are guilty: guilty of 
insensitivity (an ignorance of 
ume-proven basics of architecture and 
urbanism); of egotism (ignorance borne 
of confidence in being right); of 
plaong money before the well-being of 
the public they are supposed to serve 
' simple human greed); and of 
mcompetence (evident in the quality, 
or lad< thereof, in their buildings). 

When one looks around this city or 
Toronto, CaJgary, Ottawa or Hull it 
becomes frighteningly apparent that 
these characterizations of guilt 
accurately form the motives and 
'qualities' of our architecture today. 
On an urban scale, they become 
particularly poignant. 

ANJ looking at 'all' architectS, those 
who commit these atrocities, one sees 
that there are not 1/lOOth as many 
firms guilty as there are in the 
telephone book. One only has to walk 
a downtown 'Vtontreal street (try de 
Ma.isonneuve, Stanley or Sherbrooke) to 
read the names of the guilty parties 
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and to ultimately arrive at the 
following conclusion - that our city is 
being led to its grave, in very large 
steps, by a closed ring of architectural 
firms. 

HOW DID THIS CLOSED RING COME 
TO BE? 

It should be stated right out that 
conscienclous architects get about as 
far as honest politicians, and are as 
rare. Selling one's soul in a 
boardroom - wiping out blocks of a 
city en route to one's next meal is 
common, respected practice. North 
American Architecture is not the 
manifestation of social need or 
responsibility; rather, it is a business, 
and decisions made within this context 
carry the same implications of 
back-stabbing ('society-stabbing') and 
d i rty-dealing as those made by 
profiteering private corporat1ons. 

There are, indeed, several 
architectural firms in Canada which 
operate very efficiently within this 
scheme. They consist of businessmen, 
lllSCI1JpuJou.s if need be (almost always 
a necessity when dealing with other 
businessmen - their clients); and their 
partners and developers - those who 
rope in the big clients wishing to 
establish the new corporate image, and 
who tell us that we need another 
!50-boutique underground shopping 
concourse which we don't want. The 
developers are jUSt as concerned about 
the1r next 3000 meals, and are 
accordingly just as unscrupulous. 

Clients, quite naturally allowing 
themselves to be duped by the 
megalomanial " . .• this will make this 
c1ty or your company exciting •.•• " 
proposals of these developers and the 
'proven' abilities of the partner 



architects, permit this pitiful situation 
to perpetuate itself, 'ad infinitum'. 
The 'proof' of the architect lies in the 
fac{ that they managed to inflict a 
monstrosity upon the public in a 
previous collaboration with this 
developer, making lots of money for 
everyone concerned. 

The Government (Canada, Quebec), as 
a second-rate corporation, also 
blissfully funds the outrageous but 
quick investment return projects; and 
using the 'sensible' strategy of 
following the star-struck private 
sector's lead, continues to edify the 
dosed ring by hiring one of those very 
few firms (they seem to know of no 
others). If the governments' selection 
processes could be attributed to 
nepotism or some other form of 
dirty-dealing, it would at least be a 
excuse (albeit lamentable) for this 
foolishness. As it seems at present, 
Democracy, too, can only crumble 
under the weight of 'good business 
sense'. Remember Hull? 

IS THERE ANYBODY OUT THERE? 

With disaster after disaster being 
perpetuated on our cities - so much 
damage incurred by so few, 
characterized by an ignorance of 
urbanity and simply low quality 
buildings - one has to wonder why 
there have not been more vocal 
demonstrations of reaction from 
citizens, from students of architecture 
and finally from other architects. The 
reactions from the latter two groups 
have largely been reserved for 
restrained hearing in journals such as 
this, unfortunately out of earshot of 
both our Architectural 'Ring' and the 
public itself. 

'Radicals', such as Leon Kner and 

Maurice Culot, who work out of 
London and Brussels, respectively, have 
teamed themselves with other 
concerned architects and citizens, in a 
pact which rejects the bacchanalian 
tendencies of capitalist expansion and 
forwards, instead, alternatives 
encouraging the reconstruction of the 
city. The citizens pay the Architects 
what they can - the business of 
architecture as defined by North 
Americans does not ex ist. 
Regrettably, we hear of few local 
counterparts of Messrs. Krier and 
Culot. 

IF THERE IS ANYBODY OUT THERE, 
WHAT DO WE DO NOW? 

If such counterparts exist (and we 
know that they do), their 
dissatisfaction must be made public, 
moving beyond the scope of literature 
(which only their immediate colleagues 
read), and into the streets, so to 
speak. 

The architectural competition achieves 
this to a certain extent. Judged by 
an impartial (although not about the 
state of architecture) jury, an open 
competition, where all suggestions are 
offered equal status and hearing, 
would serve at once as a forum of 
architectural and urban thought, and 
as the presentation of a rare 
opportu n ity to express those 
alternatives to the catastrophes 
promulgated in our cities. The 
alternatives are heard in an 
environment in which the heart rules 
the mind, rather than the expedience 
of the investment return. As a result, 
the architecure offered bv those 
Ringleaders will undoubtedly appear 
very bad. 

The most valuable resource that 
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those who oppose our cities' presently 
have is the media - radio, newspaper 
and television; their forum is one with 
a truly public nature. 

Our anger with regard to the 
distntegration of our cities, until now 
reserved to our own internalized 
forums of debate, must be channeled 
tnto activities which take advantage of 
that resource. 

The protest against the construction of 
each bad building (the ir numbers 
Increase each month) with all of its 
sign-carrying implications is such an 
activity. The public exposure of the 
reasons and the firms behind our urban 
disasters is a cructal component tn an 
effort to arrest this condition. Public 
exposure will lead to public disfavour 
of guilty firms and developers, and 
corporate clientele, ever-aware of 
displeasure among the masses. w11l be 
pressured into rejecting the monstrous 
schemes that are proposed in their 
boardrooms. 

Finally, our credibility in acts of 
protest IS contingent upon our 
preseotation of alternatives - public 
presentations, generated by open 
competitions (a corporation with 
humanist concerns is required), or by 
Krier's or Culot's model: proposals by 
architects (or students) which 
'reconstruct' the city for public groups 
and with these groups. 

lt is only with a substantial measure 
of media exposure that opponents of 
the current destruction of the city can 
~ be heard. At this time, we have 
the opportunrty. Our neglect of that 
opportunity would render us as 
irresponsible as those who we opposee 

Willtam ,\\ark Pimlott 



The standards set by Peter Colllns as 
an educator and a scholar epitomized 
a dedication to integrity, honesty and 
rigour in the study of architecture. 
He excelled not only in the lecture 
hall, but also in the literary world 
(AlA Medal, 1977), and perhaps most 
importantly in his personal interest in 
tl-te development of his students. 
Peter Collins published his first article 
ir the RIBA Journal in June, 19 5). In 
accordance with his wishes, it is 
reprinted below in his memory. 

THE DE \\AILLY AFFAIR 
by Peter Collins. 

THE ACADEMY of Architecture's 
spirited resistance to Louis XV's 
arbitrary appomtment of Charles 

de wailh as a senior member of that 
!xxiy is a detatl of ~ French struggle 
against royal privilege which has up 
till now received little attention. To 
what e"nent it was a personal act of 
the king, as opposed to that of 
Marigny, the mmister responsible, it is 
impossible to say. The \1arquis de 
Marigny was the brother of \ladame 
de Pompadour and like all upstarts he 
liked to assert his authority; de Wailly 
was assistant architect !or Versailles, 
but it seems unlikely that the king 
would for this reason show a great 
personal interest in his advancement. 

On 25 May 1767 the Academy 
received a letter, mitten the previous 
day at \1arly and signed by Marigny, 
which deciared that ~he l<1ng wished to 
appomt de Wailly direct to first class 
membership of the Academy, and thus 
fill a vacancy which had exiSted since 
the new royal statutes had augmented 
the Academy in 1756. The Academy, 
m obedience to the royal instructions, 
duly installed de Wailly, but decided 
to protest. For this purpose, a letter 
:was drawn U? by a sub-<:ommittee, and 
approved by the Academy on I June. 

This protest clatmed that in 
accordance with the first statutes 
established m 1717, appomtments to 
the flfst class had always been made 
by promotton from the second class, 
.and that de Wailly was showing no 
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little presumption in wishing to pass 
ahead of his colleagues by Illegal 
means. \1arigny's reply to the 
secretary of ::he Academy, dated from 
Versailles on 11.1 June 1767, was 
unequivocal and ominous: "1 have 
received the representations which the 
Academy has thought fit to address to 
me regarding the King's nomination of 
\l. de Wajlly to fill the place left 
vacant, since its creation, in the fi rst 
class. As the Academy began by 
properly resoecting His Majesty's 
wishes, I shall not take these 
representations in bad part, but I am 
somewhat grieved to see that the 
Academy shows a faulty understanding 
of the situation. They should have 
perceived that the King is only using 
a right which belongs to him 
essentially, and which is quite distinct 
from those he has been good enough 
to grant to the Academy". 

Upon reading this letter, the Academy 
appointed another larger 
sub-committee, who drafted another 
and longer letter which was approved 
on 30 June . This second letter 
restated the case, pleaded the danger 
of creating a precedent for ignoring 
the statutes, and dwelt on the 
mortification experienced by members 
of the second class at being thus 
passed over. lt Included the 
s1gruftcant phrase: "Formal laws can 
only be abrogated by other laws 
equally formal". Marigny's reply was 
dated from Compiegne, I& July 1767, 
and read as follows: "1 have just given 



the King an account of the question 
raised by his Academy of 
Architecture, and I joined to my 
report the two letters of 
representations addressed to me. His 
Majesty orders me to inform his 
Academy that he is very displeased to 
see them complain against a favour he 
has thought fit to confer; none of his 
architects can ignore that he may, 
when he wishes and without regard to 
the forms he prescribed to his 
Academy for normal elections, place 
in the first class any person he may 
consider worthy of this distinction .. .! 
have shown this letter to His Majesty 
before sending it to the Academy". 

The Academicians remained undaunted 
by Marigny's reply and, adding yet two 
more members to their special 
commattee, charged these ten to draw 
up a placet for submission direct to 
the king. This placet, after recalling 
the honour of the king's attendance at 
a meeting of the Academy in ! 719 
(when he was nine years old), protests 
that the sole motives in objecting to 
de Wailly's election are the honour of 
the Academy, the maintenance of its 
regulations, and the desire to retain 
his royal protection. After repeating 
once more their rights as they 
understood them, and recounting the 
steps they had already taken in the 
matter, the placet terminates: "How 
great, Sire, will your Academy's 
affliction and distress be if it is no 
longer supported by the hope of soon 
seeing your anger cease. Deprived of 
its laws and of Your Majesty's 
protection, Its existence would be 
more painful than its entire abolition". 
To this placet was appended a lengthy 
memorandum setting out once again 
the whole case in detail, and a 
deputation of four Academicians was 
appointed to take the documents to 
the court at Compiegne. 

Having aroused the wrath and 
antagonasm of Mangny, the deputation 
was an some doubt as to the best way 
to approach the kang. lt was finally 
decided to make use of the good 

Peter ColLins wa a Professor at MaGiU 
University's Sahool of Arahitectuzoe. 

;,ffices of Louis Phelippeaux, comte de 
Saint-Florentin, who filled the office 
of Wnister of the Household, and who 
- what was far more important -
disliked Marigny. But delay followed 
delay, and by 7 September 1767, the 
last meeting of the Academic session, 
the placet had still not been 
presented. 

Suddenly, in the middle of the 
vacataon, Marigny acted. On 2 
October 1767 he wrote from 
Versailles: "The King has seen with 
renewed displeasure the manner in 
which the Academy is conducting 
itseU, and notably its lack of respect 
and submission to His Majesty's latest 
;)rders, notified in my letter of 18 
July. Informed, moreover. of the 
abuses which have crept into the 
Academy, and wishing to remedy these 
by substituting a body better able to 
fulfill his requirements, both for the 
teaching and improvement of 
architecture, His Majesty orders that 
until further nouce, when he shall 
have made known his intentions 
concerning the new establishment he 
envisages, he has revoked and annulled 
not only the brevets of aU the 
Academy's members, expressly 
forbidding them to qualify themselves 
by the titles conferred on them by the 
said brevets, but also the right to 
assemble and act together under the 
said titles or relative to their present 
possession of them until now. His 
Majesty has at the same time 
suppressed all appointments and 
functions relative to the satd 
Academy, as well as the fees and 
emoluments resulting from the same". 

But Marigny's antagonism had 
overreached itself, and his own 
humiliation followed swiftly. lt can 
be imagined with what delight each 
Academician must have received the 
following letter from his hand, dated 
at Fontainebleau on 13 October 1767: 
''Monsieur le comte de Saint-Florentin 
has done me the honour of informing 
me that sance your position as member 
of the Academy of Architecture was 
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authorised by a brevet emanating from 
him, as Secretary of State for the 
Royal Household, the revocation of 
your brevet, decided by the King on 
my report, can similarly only be 
effected by him. This being the case, 
the letter I wrote you on the second 
of this month must be regarded as not 
having been sent; His Majesty will let 
us know what he wishes to do in this 
matter through M. le comte de 
Saint-Fiorentin". 

The end of this dramatic episode was 
contained in a letter from 
Saint-Florentin to Ange-Jacques 
Gabriel, the king's chief archi~ect and 
President of the Academy. It was also 
dated 13 October 1767 and written 
from Fon ta.inebleau: "' have informed 
the King of what has happened at the 
Academy relative to the reception oi 
\1. de Wailly, and of the letter you 
have lately received from M. le 
Marquis de Marigny. His Majesty's 
intention is that having nominated M. 
de Wailly to a place in the first class, 
into which he has been received by 
the Academy, he should con~inue to 
enjoy it, but His Majesty is quite 
agreeable that this example should in 
no way be taken as a precedent, or be 
preJudicial to the Academy statutes. 
His Majesty at the same time 
commands me to inform you that in 
terminating this matter concerning M. 
de Wailly, he desires that M. le 
Marquis de Marigny's last letter 
written on his behalf be regarded as 
not having been sent, and consequently 
members of the Academy shall still 
continue to hold their brevets. 
Nevertheless, His Majesty disapproves 
the Academy's conduct with reference 
to \1, le Marquis de Marigny". 

"It is requested that a copy of this 
letter be sent to all the members of 
the Academy". 

For the next few months, the 
relataon.shlp between the Academy and 
the Marquas de Marigny was adorned 
by mutual exchanges of quite 
overwhelming politenesse 



THE 
SQUARE 

MILE 

MONTREAL 
1860-1914 

by Julia Gersovitz . 
.,-:.~.~ia :Jerso:r·;;z. i"' a Mon:real. 

arci:iu:c: and ;;eaches at .VcGiH 
{!nilJersi!;l! 's Schoot .Jf Architecture 

Examining our Lost architectural heritage through 
the hiU-side mansions of Montreal ' s Victorian aristocracy ... 

T \\ontrealers know that 
erbrool<e Street is the longest 

in the City of \\ontreal, but 
few realize that tt once enjoyed a 
deserved reputation as the 'Fifth 
Avenue' of \iontreal, and that it wa:. 
the ma or thoroughfare of an area 
known as The Square Mile. 1 

Its boundaries are generally defined in 
two ways. Literally, they are Pine 
and Cedar Avenues to the north, 
University Street to the east, 
Dorchester Boulevard to t he south, and 
Guy Street and Cote des Neiges 
Boulevard to the west . TraditionaJiy, 
however, they demarcate an area 
which is in reality a half-square mile, 
bounded not by Dorchester Boulevard, 
but by Sherbrool<e Street. 

The reason for this discrepancy s 
$imple. Above Sherbrool<e Street, 
climbing the slope of Mount Royal 
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were the mansions, isolated one from 
another by acres of garden. The area 
!)ad an immediate image of 
exclusiveness and exclusion, of wealth 
and power. The area between 
Sherbrooke Street and Dorchester 
Boulevard was, with a few exceptions, 
built up with upper middle-class 
rowhouses, and so had a distinctly 
different and less luxurious impact. 

It is difficult to believe perhaps, in 
surveying the architectural miscellany 
that comprises the district today, with 
its shoddy high-rise apartment blocks 
dwarfing the remaining nineteenth 
century houses, that from 1360 to 
1914 the Square Mile was the most 
;>restigious residential district tn the 
city, indeed, in the entire country. 
By I 900, seventy percent of the 
wealth of Canada was held by the 
famtlies of the twenty-five thousand 
tndtvtduals who lived within its 
boundnes. 



View of Mc:GiZ'l ~ampus, 
after 1908 

As may be expected from -this 
statistic, the financiers and merchants 
who lived there lived graciously, in 
opulent surroundings. Their residences 
were built by the leading architects of 
their time, and designed in the latest 
styles, as only the very rich can ever 
afford to do. Thus, an analysis of the 
development of the Square Mile and 
its architecture, provides an 
oppurtunity to study the work of the 
best Montreal architects, and to 
analyze the a rchitectural trends that 
were fashionable at the time. Before 
tracing the evolution of the Square 
Mlle, it is important to understand 
something of the geographics and 
economics of Montreal just prior to 
1860. 

In 1849, the city was In the depths of 
an economic depression . The 
population had been decimated by 
cholera and the 'ship fever' plague. 
Stores and houses were empty. The 
streets seemed deserted and dismal. 

By 1870, the picture had change<. 
dramatically . The city was 
prosperous. "Triumphs of architec-tural 
skill ... "were everywhere. 2 What was 
responsible for so radical ar. 
alteration? It was essentially due to 
technological advances that permitted 
the city to develop as a transportation 
nucleus and shipping center. These 
included harbour improvements, 
year-round rail links with the United 
States, and the opening of the Victoria 
Bridge. 

The economic boom that Montreal 
witnessed between 1850 and 1870 was 
paralleled by a growth in the city 
limits. Prior to 1850, the population 
was still largely contained within an 
area defined by the old fortification 
walls - today known as Le Vieux 
Montreal. Within the triangle bounded 
by McGill Street to the west, Craig 
~eetro~oo~a~~r~erwere 
located all the prmcpal administrative, 
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commercial, financial and rellgious 
buildings as well as the homes of the 
ordinary cit1zens and the wealthy 
merchants. 

Shortly before 1850, there was a 
decided residential shift out of the 
crowded and busy old city. The first 
development occurred along St. 
1\ntoine Street in the west and around 
Viger Square m the east. But 
speculators were quick to realize the 
potential of the area near and on the 
southern slopes of \1ount Royal. Here 
was the poss1bl11ty of spacious, 
salubrious quarters, with the added 
attraction of splendid views and 
beautiful landscapes. 

In 1832, James McGregor described its 
rustiC character: " ... the mountain is 
about 800 feet above the level of the 
river; along its foot, and particularly 
up its sides, are thickly interspersed 
orchards, cornfields and v11las; abov~ 

which to the verv summit of the 



mountain, trees grow in luxuriant 
variety .•. ". 3 By 1&60. the orchards 
were being cut down and the 
development that was to result in the 
Square Mile was beginning. 

Gceystone Decades 1&60-1390 

The first residences built in the 
Square Mile were randomly placed on 
their sites. They had little connection 
to the public roads, because indeed 
there were hardly any roads. When 
development began in the 1850's and 
early 1860's, it followed a set pattern. 
Building OCC\Jred aher the subdivision 
of an existing estate, and the 
homologation of a street (or streets) 
through it, so that each individual lot 
was afforded on a pubUc thoroughfare. 
TITOtJEhout most of the history of :he 
Square \.tile. the north-south side 
streets 'll.ere cul~e-sacs. !"Ullning up 
t.l'te :nount;u.., ~rom Sherbrooke Street. 
This provided a quiet enclave for the 
reSldents of the area. As Stephen 
Leacock .,., rote: " ... Each street ~~o·as 
thus blind with t.'lat blindness that 
~ peace. ~ature aided. man. The 
elms that gro.,., so easily on Montreal 
bland, thus left !n secluded growth, 
fashioned eaft street into a Gothic 
Cathedral ..• ". 

This sequence can be traced in the 
di,·ision and sale of the \kTavish 
estate, the laying out of McTavish, 
Peel and Stanley Streets, and the 
construction of a number of large 
homes on the land. It was a time 
when pres :igious residences were 
knoo;s;n by the1r names, and not their 
adcresses. nese Included the 'Prince 
of '11. ales Terrace' (Browne and 
Footner, Architects, 1&60); 'Braehead' 
(Andrew B. Taf:, Architect, 1863); 
'Thornhlll' ('1\'.T. Thomas, Architect, 
c.1862); 'Rav~nscrag' (J. '11.. Hop!< ins, 
Architect, 1861..(;3}; 'The Elms' (J.W. 
HOJ)klns, Architect, c.l862); 'Lononlet' 
(J. \\. Hopkin.s. Architect, c.l865); and 
'Oilcoosha' (J .J. Browne, Architect, 
c.l86.5). 

The boom period of the late 1850's 

The Fifth Column 

and 60's was followed by a building 
depression. The economic climate w~ 
poor, and the political conditions 
unstable. The major land assembly of 
the I 870's was undertaken not for 
development, but to ensure 
non-development. In 1872, 
expropnations began to create a pubUc 
park on Mount Royal. Two years 
later Fredick Law Olmstead, the 
foremost landscape architect on the 
conttnent, was hired to undertake the 
design. 

The opening of the park enhanced the 
value of the land in the Square Mile 
in a number of ways. Firstly, of 
ause, by takmg hundreds of acres of 
potenual real estate off the market it 
increased the worth of the remaining 
land that could be developed. 
Sea:ndly, it added a value to the area 
which now boasted a natural and 
protected park as its own playground 
and bad<drop. The mountain !>ecame 
an extension of the Square Mile, 
where :he wealthy could retreat from 
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'Pisiimorlt ', 1820 

thell" increasing urban environment, to 
p1cn1c, stroll and ride their carriages. 

The decade of the 1880's, in contrast 
to the 70's was a period much like the 
1860's, of increasing prosperity and 
burgeoning growth in the city's 
population. lt culiminated in a 
building boom between 1887 and 1890. 
The political climate was stable; 
economic conditions were good. The 
C.P.R. was under construction. 
Fortunes were amassed, and great 
houses planned. 

One of the most elaborate of these, 
and the only one largely intact today, 
was Lord Mount Stephen's house. It 
was built on Orummond Street, to the 
designs of William T. Thomas, and 
was said to cost, in 1884, the princely 
sum of $600,000.5 This statistic alone 
sets the house apart. But more 
.mportant to the architectural 
historian is the fact that it was one 
of the last significant houses to be 
built in the district of the traditional 



Montreal greystone. 

lhe rockface of Mount Royal, and the 
bedrock of the island is a hard grey 
limestone, designated by geologists as 
Trenton Limestone. Up to the end of 
the n tneteenth century most of 
Montreal's architecture was built of 
this greystone, cut from local quarries. 
The native stone is tough, and not 
easy to wor k, but it has unique 
properties. The following excerpt 
from an article about the Cavenhill 
Block in the January 1870 issue of 
American Architect and Builders 
Monthly, gives some idea of what 
these a re: 

. . . The material used is the 
Montreal limestone; and the 
moulded work and carving are 
very successful, considering it is 
so very hard, and with such 
great difficulity worked. This 
stone possesses one great 
peculiarity over every other 
stone with which I am 

The Square Mile 

acquainted; that it becomes 
whiter and brighter with age; 
that this in a very hght stone 
is a very great recommendation, 
for while dark stones are, mOst 
of them, improved with age and 
become meUower in tone, in 
white building marbles and stone 
almost as pure in colour when 
new, a'W only means dirt and 
stam •..• 

The domestic a rchitecture of the 
period 1860-1890 was distinguished by 
several characterist ics. lt related to 
the architecture that precee<fed it by 
tts continumg use of the traditional 
limestone, and it differed from it in 
its stylistic eclecticism . 

The early houses in the area, like 
'Piedmont' ( 1820) or the Workman 
residence, were designed in the 
Georgian idiom that had been brought 
to \iontreal by the English. It was 
still fashionable when the \icCW Arts 
Building was erected in 1843. By the 
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1860's this style was bemg abandoned 
for a variety of increasingly popular 
revivals that were being developed in 
England and the United States. 

Their use in Montreal was mdicative 
of the growing number of trained 
architects practicing in the city by 
the 1860's. Until that time, it was 
common practice for contractors to 
prepare the designs of even the most 
elaborate residences . 7 \icKays 
Directory of 1856- 57 listed onJy nine 
architectural and civil engmeering 
firms. By 1870 the list had swollen 
to nineteen. 

Th is increasing orofessionalism 
produced a more ·sophisticated and 
elaborate detailing of the limestone 
used as a principal building matedal. 
As ttme went by, the external walls 
were laid m regular courses of ashlar 
blocks, or hewn blocks furnished wtth 
cut-stone quoi~ window surrounds and 
cornices. The carving also became 
more intricate and profuse. The stone 
work details on the Mount Stephen 
residence were perhaps the most 
complicated executed m the tough 
native stone. 

The burgeoning eclecticism can most 
readily be seen m a chronological 
analysis of the houses built during the 
1860's on the \1cTavish estate. The 
first, The Prince of Wales Terrace, 
was opened in 1860. lt was sited on 
Sherbrooke Street. between McTavish 
and Peel Streets. The architects 
patterned tt on the English terraces 
popularized by John Nash in London, 
and the Woods in Bath. lt was thus 
one of the last buildings in the simple, 
yet elegant Ceorgian idiom. 

The gothic 'Braehead', its neighbour 
'The Elms', and the ltallanate 
'lhornhill', owed much to the ideas of 
Andrew Jackson Downing and his 
theories of the picturesque which 
demanded asymmetry and varied 
massmgs. 'Ravenscrag', sited further 
up the hill, was also in " ..• t~e Italian 
style of architecture •.• ", with a 



sprawling pian and varied elevations, 
pierced by to\1.·ers. 'Lononlet', on the 
other hand, was tightly confined by a 
rectangular plan, and its roof toppe<f 
by a mansard. 'Dilcoosha', at the 
corner of McTavish and Sherbrooke, 
also owed nothing to the theories of 
the picturesque. It was very much a 
box, with applied Egyptian-Revival 
detailing. 

Of all of these residences, only 
'Braehead' and 'Ravenscrag' remain 
today. With the exception of 
'\4ount-View', the Linton house on 
Simpson. the 1&70 gothic cottages at 
the corner of Simpson and '-1cGregor 
Avenues, The Mount Stephen Club, The 
McGil! Faculty Club, and some 
sea ttered townhouses, very little 
stands today from the first thirty 
~ development of the Square Mile. 
We must therefore rum to an analysis· 
of the next twenty-five years, to 
understand the sources of the bulk of 
the architectural legacy. 

The Polychrome Decades 1&90-1914 

By the end of the nineteenth century, 
Montreal was the banking center of 
Canada . The financiers, railway 
barons and the captains of trade and 
tndustry sought to build homes in the 
Square Mile commensurate to their 
newly found status. Some were rich 
and powerful enough to assemble large 
tracts of land for their mansions, even 
going as far as to demolish existing 
houses to enlarge their gardens. 

But for most the approach was more 
low-key. The available, unbuilt-upon 
land was scarcer, and more expensive. 
Even when the houses were large, they 
were restncted to much smaller lots 
than previously. By and large, thts 
:neant that they were more closely 
aligned to the street. The early 
houses were set back from their 
streets by gracious expanses of lawn 
and drive. As the lots became 
shallower. the homes moved toward, to 
accommodate stables and service yards 
at the back. 

The Fifth Column 

The general reduction in the scale of 
the buildings that began in the I &80's 
continued over the next thirty years. 
There was a finite amount of prime 
real estate, and a growing upper 
middle class that aspired to a 
residence on t he slopes of Mount 
Royal. ot only were more and more 
rowhouses built up Peel Street, 
'-1cTavish Street, and along the south 
side of Sherbrooke Street, but, for the 
first time, there were semi-detached 
residences built. Finally after 1900, a 
number of aoartment houses for the 
affluent appeared in the Square Mile. 

Although the houses that lined the 
streets of the Square Mile began to 
present a more uniform alignment to 
the passerby, there was a new 
architectural development that tended 
to work against this uniformity. The 
architects of the Square Mile were 
turning away from the traditional local 
greystone in favor of imported 
coloured stones. In thls, they followed 

both c .1862 

a trend begun in 1 &&4 in the financial 
district of the old city with the 
Standard Life Assurance Building, and 
then the New York Life Insurance 
Building. 

There are a number of reasons for the 
decline in the popularity of the native 
stone. Advanced methods of 
transportation by rail and steamship 
facilitated the use of imported stones. 
Foreign architects, chiefly from the 
United States, were coming in 
increasing numbers to execute 
prestigious commissions in Montreal. 
Tney tended to specify materials 
already familiar to them, that could 
be cheaply imported into the city. 
There were also stylistic 
ronsiderations. The major buildings of 
the late I &80's and 90's had 
elaborately carved decorative 
elements. The Montreal limestone was 
ill-suited to intricate working, much 
more practical were the softer Indiana 
and Ohio limestones and sandstones. 
As well, "it was an age when bulldings 

'Dilcoosha ', c .J86S 
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'MoW'lt View', c.1870 

glowed in colour. Polychromy was 
popular, both for the interior and the 
exterior. lt is no wonder that in an 
age which revelled in russets, deep 
greens and rich browns, the pale soft 
grey of Montreal limestone was 
discarded in favor of the more 
mteresting palette offered by other 
stones. 

'Jew styles were also being introduced 
into the Square Mile. From the 
United States came the Romanesque 
of H.H. Richardson, and the Francois 
I Chateau popularized by Richarc:' 
\!!orris Hunt. From England came the 
detailing and massing of the Queen 
Anne Revival. By 1900, the chastly pale, severely cubic form of the 
Classical Revival appeared. 

It is important to emphasize that the 
stylistic characteristics of each of 
these Revivals were never just brought 
into the Square Mile, and applied 
unaltered. The exigencies of the 
harsh Canadian winters meant that 

The Square Mile 

The Gothic Cot~es, 1870 

they had to be modified. As Percy 
Nobbs wrote in 1914: " .. .In recent 
domestic work of the better dass ... we 
may see the beginning of a new and 
really Canadian architecture with a 
rational relation to English traditions 
and Canadian conditions".9 

By 1914 the Square '-iile had already 
begun to experience the beginnings of 
the two trends - high-rise construction 
and demolition - that were ultimately 
to destroy it. The end of the First 
World War also meant the end of the 
era of the great mansions. The sons 
of Square Milers who came home 
moved to smaller houses in 
Westmount. Ten years after the end 
of the war, the stock market crashed, 
and with it the sheltered and carefree 
life that had been so carefully 
nurtured in the Square Mile since the 
1860's. 

Sherbrooke Street became increasingly 
commercial. Houses were split up 
into boutiques. Throughout the 1950's 
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and 60's, speculators bought the 
remaining mansions, and cleared the 
sites for apartment houses. As to 
their architectural merit, one might 
best quote Percy Nobbs: " ... Alter the 
war, we had to forget architecture 
and content ourselves with 
accommodation engineering ... ".10 The 
towe-s, grossly out of scale with their 
surroundings, were designed by 
balance-sheet calculations and 30-year 
depreoation schedules rather than by 
the architects themselves. 

Today, very little of the glory of the 
Square Mile is evident. Corporations 
.ike Alcan and Corby's Distmers are 
to be commended for their 
preservation efforts. One can only 
hope that .\llcGill University, the 
!arRest propeny owner in the area, 
will continue to be encouraged and 
funded to protect what remains of our 
Victorian architectural heritage e 
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The Prince of Wales Terrace 
by Orest J . Humennyj. 

Remembering past elegance on Montreal ' s Sherbrooke Street .. . 
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rne seemingi.y inherent l'OI':ar.ticir. 
portrayed i>t an oZ.d black and r.:hi.ze 
phot ograph ccmjures up a pol.lt1rful 
hurlan sentimen: . A discre t e 
emoticmaZ l.oru]ing to recapture that 
~age, suspended in t~£, motivates 
us to e..-pl.ore and doC"..urumt :he past. 

'~he heart has reasons of which 
reascm has no kno!Jledge . " 

Bl.aise Pascal, Penstes. 

N!NETEENTH century Sherbrooke 
Street was lined with the 
splendid mansions of Montreal's 

elite and their densely ascending elms, 
and was trekked by spirited horses and 
cabbies searching for a well-heeled 
fare. It bristled with the weal th 
characteristic of entrepreneurial 
success. Its premier disposition and 
fragile texture were irretrievably lost, 
however, during the course of the 
twentieth century. The blessed curse 
of development swept away a legacy 
of charm, scale and beauty, in a 
tremendous onrush of banal corporate 
structures. This torrent of 
destruction, spanning two decades, 
claimed a landmark residential group 
virtually unique in all of North 
America: The Prince of Wales Terrace. 

An individual house would have had to 
be very large and indeed grand in 
order to commandany attention on 
Victorian Sherbrooke Street. 
Combining several houses into a 
terrace, could however, due to their 
very number, bestow an otherwise 
unattainable we1ght and proportion 
onto the whole. The Pnnce of Wales 
Terrace was a rare synthesis of nine 
houses behind the grev dignity of a 
uniform Montreal limestone facade. it 
comprised a series of residences 
ranked amongst the most exclusive in 
the city. 

The Terrace, which was situated on 
the north side of Sherbrooke Street, 
between McTavish and Peel, was built 
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on land which was origmally part of 
the estate of Simon \1cTavish, a 
founder of the 'lorth West Company. 
lt was purchased in I &60 by Sir 
George Simpson, the Governor of the 
Hudson's Bay Company; a singularly 
diminuitive man with a Napoleoruc 
a:mplex. Construction was begun that 
same year and by late August, several 
of the houses were completed. Sir 
George offered them forthwith as a 
residence for the Royal household, 
during a visit by Albert Edward, the 
Prince of Wales. The future King 
Edward VII was in Montreal to 
officially inaugurate the Victor ia 
Bridge. As accommodation for the 
Royal visitor had already been secured 
at the house of John Rose, the 
Commissioner of Public Works, Sir 
George placed the partially built 
terrace at the disposal of the Royal 
suite in attendance. He was 
remunerated for his generosity by the 
Prince of Wales, who granted 
permission for his name to adorn the 
terrace. Unfortunately, Sir George 
Simpson, a man who cherished 
associations with the nobility, did not 
live to see the Prince of Wales 
Terrace completed. He was striken 
with apoplexy and died several days 
after the Royal visit had ended. 

Sir William MacDonald, McGill 
University's greatest benefactor, took 
up residence at the Terrace around 
the year 1890 and lived there until his 
death in 1917. The Montreal tobacco 
magnate, absolutely secure in his 
wealth and the superiority of his 
position, led a life characterised by 
the utmost simplicity. indeed, S1r 
Will iam personified the attitudes of 
earlier generat ions. His lifestyle 
evoked that of Georgian London, 
where the affluent felt no compulsion 
to advertise themselves. lt was 
considered right and natural to live in 
a refined, austerely decorated house. 

The striking similarity between the 
Prince of Wales Terrace and many of 
London's Georg1an terraces was more 
than coincidental; the architecture of 



the fashionable Bloomsburv squares 
doubtlesslv generat~ their profound 
inlluences. V.'hereas subsequent 
facades tend~ to be hand!~ in relief, 
composed of varying materials, light 
and dark colours and distinct degrees 
of hardness, the Terrace bore the 
:ra1 ts of a graceful but hard 
class i casm. lt intimated a 
homog.eneoos block of stone pierced by 
windows; voids in t.'le solid mass. The 
roof was view~ as a mere technical 
necessity. .A.rchitecturalJy it was as 
inconsequential as the chimneys, and 
both were disguis~ with a balustraded 
parapet. 

The severe elegance of the limestone 
facade was temper~ by the entrances. 
The1r small wooden porticoes were 
designed as pedantically as a p1ece of 
furniture and then simply attached 
onto t.'le building's taut surface. As 
was commonplace, they were disposed 
along the outer of eac.'l house's three 
bays. Although this arrangement 
perm1 tted a superior utilization of 
irr.edor space. Its asymmetrical nature 
clearly cefi~ the rules of Cla.ssica1 
Architecture. This dilemma was 
resolved by Browne and Footner. the 
ardtitects, with the brilliant, though 
deceptive, imp!i~ symmetry of the 
whole. The central unit, projected 
forward from the face of the building, 
crown~ with a triangular pediment 
and bearing the inscription: The Prince 
of Wales Terrace, was its visual focus. 
Over the entire length of nine 
abutting houses, the eye could not 
ascertai.., that the projection was 1n 

!act off center. lt encompassed one 
bay of a neighbouring unit, thus 
providing for its symmetry and an 
overall illusion of balanc~ proportions. 

The virtues of the Prince of Wales 
Terrace were not to be exclusively 
sought In the expression of the 
elevation, for its interiors embodi~ a 
definite pr1de of place. A formidable 
entrance hall, lofty ceilings and tall 
windows impart~ a restrained sense 
of opulence. Classical architectural 
details: elaborate cornices, plaster 

T'1e Fifth Column 
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Prince of Wales Terrace 
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Corinthian columns and aedicular 
passageways, were both literally and 
figuratively applied. 

The basement floor of each unit was 
occupied by the kit chen, which 
alntained an immense cast iron ~tove, 
and the servants' quarters. A concrete 
slab inlaid with coloured tiles 
constituted the extent of i t s 
embellishment. In direct contrast, the 
~round fl oor inco rporated an 
Impressive entrance hall, a top-lit 
stai rcase and a vast living room, the 
latter of which comprised no less than 
960 square feet and penetrated the 
depth of the building. The staircase 
which ascended in the middle of each 
house, despite its frugal economy, 
exemplified the cultivation of an 
mtrinsic beauty. Its graceful curves 
led smuously to the first floor parlour 
and dining roonu, whose two storey 
separation from the kitchen elucidated 
:he residents' utter dependance upon a 
serv1ce staff. Ensuring a c:ert:a.in 
degree of seclusion, their private 
rooms, as many as five intimate 
bedrooms per house, were located on 
the second floor. 

In the face of mounttng developmental 
pressure, the Prince of Wales Terrace 
quietly endured. Its continued 
residential desirability was underlined, 
in 19.58, by the exemplary sale of one 
house for $Jil0,000. lt was to survive 
another decade, slowlv deteriorating at 
the hands of its attritional owner, 
\kG ill UniversitY. The tneVItable 
destruction of me Prirce of Wales 
Terrace consituted not onlv a tragic 
architectural loss, but a further 
fragmentary deprivation of \iontreal's 
imperilled historical and cultural 
heritage e 
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Learning 
From 
The Point 
by Pieter Sijpkes. Pioter Sijpkes is a pl'O_..,.essol• at 
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'Belor.J the mansions and on the L'JI'ong side of the tracks_, 

wrkers' housing endures and adapts to changing times ... 

NUMBER 369 rue Ste-Madelein~ in 
Pointe-St-Charles, a building 
v.; ich I oough< five years ago, 

has been my home now for over three 
years. I had mem:1oned to a friend 
who lives there that l was lookmg for 
a small ~tiding that needed a lot of 
s-enovatmg, to :ry out some self-help 
and r~ ideas. V.'ithin a week I was 
the owner of an abandoned 'depanneur': 
boarded up, vandalized, and very 
cheap. In fact, the demolition 
contract had already been let. I l<new 
the area quite well; as a student I 
had spent a term and two summers 
there in a 60's function of 
'arcn1 tecre-animateur'. With my 
partner P ichard Morrison and a cast 
of other cha racten, we started 
renovatmg, and in January 1978, I 
~ in, because my other place had 
burned down. ThJS article, hopefully, 
will illummate some of the aspectS of 
the whole operation. 

1he current wave of 'gentnflcation' or 
'white painting' of formerly scorned 
areas is a well established trend. 
Encouraged by government grants, 
disenchanted with high commuting 
costs, nice people are moving into 
un-nice areas and making them nice 
by dislocating the un-nice people who 
lived there before. It would take a 
Solomon to senle what is eauitable in 
this delicate matter; people have 
moved before, the rich by choice, the 
poor !or lack of it. But if these 
areas are suddenly so attractive to 
former suburbanites, then architects 
might well be advised to look at thl!m 
in some detail, hopefully learning to 
accommodate the new city dwellers 
w1:hout havmg to uproot the people 

who have been holding the fort under 
adve~se conditions for so long. 

The Area 

Po.nte-St-Charles is an area in 
\\ontreal rigidly defined by the 
Lachme Canal and the Bonaventure 
Expressway. lt is neatly disected by 
busy elevated railway tracks from 
which most ;>eople, on their way to 
and from Ottawa or Toronto, catch a 
glimpse of the area. It was originally 
a farm established by Marguerite 
Bourgeois (the beautifully restored 
farmhouse is now hemmed in by 
rail ·ay tracks and ill planned housing 
projects). The Lachine Canal, which 
was originally constructed in 1825, 
became, after enlargement, an 
Important arTery in the mid-1850's. 
At the same time the original Victoria 
Bri~e was constructed by the Grand 
Trunk Railroad Cl859). Transport and 
the opportunities for industry, which 
accompanied it, became the impetus 
for a great boom m the construction 
of workers' housing. Jean-Claude 
\\arsan, in ,is book Montreal in 
Evolution, g1ves an excellent account 
of the development of this type of 
hous.ng, typ1cal of the ,\1on treal area. 
Pointe-St-Charles became the 
laboratory for 'high' density low cost 
options. Solid masonry, cavity 
masonry, balloon and Quebec plank 
frame were used side by side. So 

were detac-hed :tnd semi-detached 
cottages, rowhouses and flats. The 
great demand for these dwellings 
resulted m immediate overcrowding, 
which in 1898 led to the publication 
of the first systematiC study Into the 
plight of Canada's working class, the 
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Pointe-St-Char~s, :861 

Pointe-St- CharLes, present 

classic City Below the Hill by Herbert 
Brown Ames. St-Henn, Ste-Cunegonde 
'lnd Pointe-St-Charles were for the 
first ume identified as the 'wrong side 
of the tracks'. lnterestmgly, the 
specific area in which I live was 
excluded from the survey: "Beyond 
Centre Street lies that special district 
of Pointe-St-Charles which is almost 
an independant suburb by Itself, being 
sustained by employment furnished in 
thP. offices and workshops of the 
Grand Trunk Railroad". 



Planning 

Number 369 rue Ste- Madeleine (on 
part of lot 199, 200 and 201) was 
built in approximately 1&75 as part of 
a block of eight two storey dwellings. 
The map shows how s imple the layout 
of the area was: uniform lots (44 feet 
wide and lOO feet deep), back to 
back, fifteen in a row to form a 
block; each block separated by a sixty 
foot right of way. The absence of a 
planned alley indicates that the 
original idea may have been to build 
detached cottages such as the one on 
lot 234 or porte cochere type row 
housing as on lot 207. Most of the 
blocks in the area now, in fact, have 
20 foot alleys, because the owners 
found it cheaper to build a continuous 

Poin~-St-CharLes, 1881 

row of houses, without openings, 
supplemented by a 'private' service 
alley. As a result, some of the alleys 
stop abruptly, some are centered on 
the rear lot line and some are merely 
eccentric (as in the case of Madeleine 
Street, resulting in an &0 foot lot 
depth on one street and 100 feet on 
the other). 
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Canstruction 

The eight units in question were 
cons:ructed as simply and cheaply as 
,posstble: a pertmeter ro.~bble 

foundation. faced .... tll cut stone only 
a;)O\'e grade: no cross foundation 

ails: stone piers support girders 
11.·hich in turn suppo!'l 3"XIO" joists, 

The Fifth Column 

38" on centre. The framing is genuine 
balloon construction; 2''X4" studs, 19" 
on centre, 20 feet long. The second 
floor joists are supported on a girder 
and a l"X I 0" 'ribbon' let into the 
continuous stUds. The windows, crawl 
space, vent openings and interior stair 
openings all fit neatly into this 
elegant system. The 3'-0" wide 
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balconies, running the full back of the 
building on the ground and first floor 
are supported by I "X 1 O"s, nailed to 
the joists and protruding through the 
sheath ing. Similarity the front 
entrance porches at e cantilevered, side 
by side and clad in wood, providing a 
small balcony for the first floor. The 
windows have double hung sashes, 
wood modular lintels and sills, with 
removable storm windows. A shared 
brick chimney is the only original 
servtce provided. Water was obtained 
from wells and a pnvy was located on 
the back of the lot, next to the coal 
and wood shed. 



The amazing fact about these 
developer-built houses is that they 
seem to have been designed for 
retrofitting. The missing cross 
foundation walls have gradually been 
put in place to counteract the 
excessive sagging of the lot line joists. 
The balloon frame is ideally suited for 
accommodating insulation; either 
poured in from outside, when new 
brick veneer is put up, or installed in 
batts from the inside when the plaster 
is replaced. The space between the 
ceiling and roof is perfect for blowing 
in insulation. The deep widely spaced 
floor joists provide ample room for 
installation of electrical and plumbing 
services. My own house has gone 
through at least three distinctive 
renovation addition processes in the 
last hundred years. The only tough 
problem is the fire separation, which, 
between buildings, is virtually 
nonexistant; only every other party 
wall has brick infill between the studs. 
Injecting the stud spaces with cement, 
might be a solution. 

My objectives in renovating trus slice 
of rowhousing were to see if it was 
fea sib le to reuse old building 
materials, and whether it was possible 
to gradually renovate, over a period of 
time. Both were aimed at reducing 
costs. The isometric lists some of the 
materials and their origins: bowling 
alleys for counters, old railway car 
floors turned upside down and sanded 
for new floors, conveyor belting for 
floor covering and obsolete neon signs 
for lighting, as well as a seemingly 
endless supply of doors and winoows, 
collected from the heart of Westmount 
to the tip of the East end, which 
currently give the house an 
appropriate ad-hoc look. 

Is it worth it? As with all cost 
comparisons, what does cost mean? 
Money? Satisfaction? Obsess1on? 
Depending on your level of willingness 
to put up with a chronic state of 
chaos, this gradual approach, may be 
satisfactory to some, unbearable to 
others. It certainly is not appreciated 

Learning From The Point 

by the inspection department of the 
City of ~1ontreal: to try occupymg a 
house which is not 'finished', according 
to by-law 1900, seems to be of great 
concern to them. Five court cases, 
all amicably settled after pleading 
guilty, resulting in $20 fines, might be 
a bit much for the average renovator 
(my muttered defence these days is 
simply: "a tree would never get a 
building permit in this town ... "). 

The gradual approach has the 
advantage that decisions don't have to 
be made in the abstract. By ripping 
out an eight foot plaster ceiling and 
living underneath the exposed sloped 
rafters, you have the advantages of 
comparison. By using a 'temporary' 
entrance, for a year, you get a 'feel' 
for the consequences of tight turns 
and openness versus privacy. 
Familiarizing yourself with the way 
the sun moves and the trees cast 
shadows, allows you to place a window 
where 1t optimizes these variables, for 
different times of the day or of the 
year. The house becomes a mock-up. 
Drawing a plan or a section is an 
abstraction. The mock-{Jp approach is 
a luxury generally reserved for 
aircraft, naval and plant design, and 
curtain wall details. 

The whole operation was financed with 
a series of overlapping 36 month 
personal loans. \1ortgage companies 
don't like the gradual approach either. 
You pay off half of one loan and your 
credit rating becomes good enough for 
another. As a result, the total 
amount of interest you pay, even at 
elevated rates is relatively small. 

\ly experiences have not been of much 
direct use to my neighbours; different 
lifestyles, different outlooks and 
different patterns. \ly agonies and 
ecstac1es have met with curiosity, 
sympathv and occasional suspic1on. 
""'ot much good comes from uptown", 
1 t 1S felt. But I have benefited 
Immeasurably. Looking at the entries 
to the 1979 Design Council Awards, I 
feel that what I found here is quite 
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comparable to the cream of Canadian 
designs at similar densities: 

The frontage provides enough space 
for on-street parking, one car per 
dwelling. There is an identifiable 
private entrance, cross ventilation 
throughout the house, two different 
e lCpOSures, a large private garden and 
separation of living and sleeptng areas. 
The particular variant in wruch I live 
provides, on top of that, two extra 
bedrooms, more ground floor space, a 
balcony in the front, allowing for a 
greenhouse and a large balcony in the 
back. The house is energy-e1ficient 
by virtue of its shared party walls, 
due-south orientation and because of 
its modular, standardized design. The 
Dutch S.A.R. system has been alive 
and well 1-tere since 1900. (Just rum 
the street into a woonerf and we 
could compete with the Dutch.). 

Could it be that taking the single 
family bungalow as the ideal model 
for housing families, even in rugh 
density situauons, as wi~ in 
some of the Design Councll 
submissions, is as counterproductive as 
'lorth American attempts to shrink the 
Cad1llac tnto an economy car? Could 
the approach that was taken here, 
frugality, first principles, simplicity 
and adaptability, lead to better results 
than trytng to squeeze the 'American 
dream'? Could we all do some 
'learning trom Poante-St-Charles'? e 
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TOR Dl NONA 
par Daniel Durand et Jacques Lachapelle. 

:Janie l Durand et Jacques 
Lachapelle sont des 
etudiants a l 'Ecole 
d 'Architecture de 
L ' Universite de MontreaL. 

L E NOM de Tor di Nona, au cours 
de l'histoire, a ete associe a la 
rruaille d'Aurelien, a un posle de 

dep<)t alimentalre, a une pnson papale, 
a un theatre, a un quartier' et 
aujourd'hui a une restauration 
entreprise par les pouvoirs publics, en 
vue de repondre a certains de leurs 
1deaux. L'explo1tation ideologique du 
pa tri moine architectural est un 
element important de !'etude de ce 
cas. 

Le developpement scaentifique et 
l'inter~t croissant de l'archeologie, et 

Le long deoot d 'une 
petite intervention .. . 

la portee des oeuvres de John Ruskin 
et de Viollet-Le-Duc ont ouvert une 
nouvelle sensibilite aux moyens de 
reanimer les anciens b1ltiments. Le 
debat qui s'ensuivit, s'est maintenu 
entre deux positions ext remes, si on 
exclue la demolition, a savoir la 
restauration, i.e. la remise en etat 
sans modifications majeures et la 
restructuration sous toutes ses formes. 

Les relations entre la richesse du 
centre historique de Rome ou se 
trouvent les immeubles dits de Tor di 
'Iona, et les conditions et 
caracteristiques physiques de ces 
derniers rendent le probleme complexe. 
Ces immeubles, situes le long du Tibre 
en face de !'ancien PaJais de Justice, 
se sont transformes depuis le 
moyen-1lge, pour donner un ensemble 
densement organique et diversafie. Le 
contexte et les prancipes de la 
restauration invoques sont autant de 
facteurs qui marquent l'inte~t du 
sujet. 
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Contrairement a ce que l'on pourralt 
croire, les b1ltiments a l'interieur de 
!'enceinte murale, sont en grande 
partie du dix-neuvi'i~me sfecle. Les 
poussees demographiques en sont la 
cause. Sixte V et Urbain VIII furent 
les premiers, a imprimer la structure 
urbaine de la Rome renaissante. Le 
plan regulateur d'urbanisation de 1873 
et les subsequents, se voulalent pour 
leur part, une reponse a !'expansion. 
Plusieurs prevoyalent la 
monumentalisation de certaines voles 
(le corso Vittorio Emmanuele, par 
exemple). Le quartier de Tor di Nona 
a perdu tous ses b1ltiments riverains 
pour donner place a une vole de 
circulation rapide, le Lungotevere. 

Le fascisme, porte au pouvoir en 1922, 
est alle plus loin dans cette optique 
avec son plan de 1931, qui a transpose 
en ideaux urbanistiques ses ldeaux 
politiques. Le plan voulalt "inserer la 
Cite neuve a l'antique"en 1prevoyant la 
creation de voles ceremoniales et 



Pl.an de .. 'ensembl.e 

perspectivistes aux principaux 
monuments de la ville. Ce, " .. . avec le 
plus grand respect quand !'antique est 
vraiment beau et a r tistiquement 
valable et au contraire quelqueiois 
avec le sacrifice de celui qui a 
l'epoque romantique etait considere 
comme pittoresque".2 Le plan 
entreprenait le remplacement de 
quartiers par des places et des 
b!timents contemporains pour des 
motifs d'assainissement. L'austerite et 
la froideur de cette architecture sont 
connus. 

C ' est dans ce contexte que la 
Commune de Rome fit l'achat de l'ilot 
Tor di Nona en 1939-40, en vue de le 
re mplacer par des immeubles a 
bureaux. On prevoyait envoyer les 
habitants dans un quartier neuf, mais 
mal equipe. La guerre empecha la 
realisation du projet. 

La periode 19.50-60 vit les grands 
pro jets de demolition du fascisme 
s'estomper; les dest ructions pOnctuelles 
cependant ce continuaient. 
L'administrataon reenvisageait celle de 
!'dot de Tor di Nona. Plusieurs 
reactions suavarent. La plus efficace 
fu t la contre proposation de Carlo 
Ceschi. Pour lui, la " ... sauvegarde du 
quartier du Rinascimento devait 
commencer avec Tor di 'lona";l 11 
appuyaat sa these sur !'importance de 
!'ambiance environnementale de Rome. 
Son projet cher chait h montrer la 
faisab i lite et la ren tabilite de 
!'Intervention. 11 conservait a la fois 

la fonction et l'apparence exterieure, 
mais restructuraat J'inteneur par le 
recloisonnement, la diminution du 
nombre de logements, d'escaliers, etc., 
de maniere a remplir les mkessites de 
la vie contemporaine. La proposition, 
jamais realisee, n'empecha pas 
!'eviction des habitants, transferes a 
Ascita, a 20 km de distance. 

Peu a peu, la critique sur les 
interventions abusives au centre 
historique et les politiques de 
!'administration en se repondant 
mutuellement , evoluaient. 
L'administration legifera en 1962 un 
nouveau plan regulateur d'urbanisme 
tres articule qui prevoyait la 
protection du centre historique. Son 
application connaissant un sucd:s 
mitige, les critiques se faisant plus 
pressantes , des organismes se 
formerent et chercherent des moyens 
d'informer la population. Les murs de 
riJOt de Tor di Nona ont garde jusqu'a 
sa recente restauration des fresques 
populaires, affichant le mecontement 
et le desir d'intervention. En 
parallele, des politiques nationales et 
municipales de plus en plus cla.ires 
pour la sauvegard et mase en valeur 
des centres historaques se 
developpaient. Le cas de Bologne est 
certaanement a cater. 

Forte de toutes ces experiences, 
!'administration communale, ~Hue en 
1976, formee du parti communiste 
(PC!), socialiste (PSI) et 
socio-democrate (PSDI), et presidee 
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par l'historien et cnuque d'art, Giulio 
Carlo Argan, envisage une mise en 
application plus solide du plan de 
1962, sans en changer les fondemenrs. 
Deux problemes particuliers les 
anteressaient: les bourgades et le 
centre historique. Pour eux, " ..• le 
probleme des centres historiques sera 
resolu le jour ou il ne s'en parlera 
plus. c'est-a-<lire qu'il ne se parlera 
plus d'un probleme du centre historiaue 
separe et distinct du probleme au 
developpement et de !'evolution du 
noyau urbain dans sa totalite".4 

Le centre historique souffrait d'un 
phenomene avance de depopulation, ses 
activites commerciales se detachaient 
de !'activate residentieiJe, et l'activite 
artisanale etant non protegee, 
retrogradait. Pour l'admmistration, it 
amportait en plus de palier a ces 
phenomenes, de redonner le centre 
historique comme un tout culture!. 
Face aux~timents. elle se fixait pour 
but de considerer la v~r de la 
structure, de la qualire de 
l'environnement, du caractere 
morunental et typologique. En raison 
du retard. elle s'est imposee une 
r apidite d'action pour les experiences 
pilotes a mener. 

Voulant servir un contre-exemple 
signaficatif aux speculateurs, le chotx 
de Tor da \Iona s'imposa de fac;:on 
naturelle. ootsqu'il etait deja propriete 
mumcipale, qu'il jouissait de l'attent1on 
publique et qu'il pouvait permettre la 
liberation rapide d'une subvention 



gelee. L'adminlstration mit aussi a 
profit une loi nationale pour servir les 
gens a faible revenu et ceux qui 
residaient dans le secteur. 

La restauration a cherche a maximi.ser 
la CXJnServation de la typologte malgre 
l'etat d'abandon et de delabrement. 
Seuls les b!timents ecroules, dont les 
releves ont permis de conna.itre l'etat 
original, se sont vus plus fortemeot 
modifies a l'interieur. On a n!pondu 
aux besoins de diversWcation de la 
population en prevoyant des boutiq\Jes 
d'artisans, un centre communautaire 
pour personnes agees, et en reservant 
de petits logements pour les etudiants. 
De rares parties sont demolies, et ceci 
generalement pour des questions 
d'obscurite. Toute la structure est 
solidiliee, voire remplacee. Les 
particularites inhabiruelles que peut 
offrir I.Kl b!ument transforme selon I.Kl 

lent ;>rocessus seculaire sont 
conservees. ,\ titre d'exemple, les 
cuisines et salles a manger tres 
etroites (env. J,90m X J0,50m), 
resultant de la formation de la place 
Lancellotti a la fin du dix-huiti'eme 
si'ecle, ont ete sauvegardees. Les 
recloisonnements lorsqu'ils sont 
necessaires, cherchent a reprendre 
d'anctennes divisions. Les eq\Jipements 
sanitaires et de cuisine sont installt~s. 
Un ascenseur est pre vu pour le 
batiment le plus eleve. On le voit, il 
s'agit d'interventions minimales, q\Ji 
visent non seulement a preserver 
l"unegrite organiq\Je du bati, mais la 
signification meme des relations entre 
l'interieur et l'exteneur du baument. 

Malheureusement, des retards 
acx:umules et !"inflation ont augmente 
les couts au point d'entacher la 
volonte de prouver le caractere 
economique de !'intervention. A 
roppose, l'extrait d'Armando \1ontanari 
fepf'esente bien la reception critiq\Je 
faite par les organismes de protection 
du patrimoine: 

••. lnstrult de la situation 
actuelle des polemiq\Jes et des 
duputes qui risquent de 

The Fifth Column 

Ctrltinuer, nous pouvons affirmer 
que meme ce projet de 
restauration de Tor di Nona est 
un acte de courage ... 
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Le projet de Tor di Nona n'est 
surement pas un projet parfait, 
mais il est perfectible. U y a 
une carence de connaissance de 
base q\Ji a constitue un manque 
du point de vue methodologique; 
mais ce n'est pas un projet 
errone, plut~t devrions nous dire 
incomplet . .. " .5 

Au niveau de la perception urbaine, 
nous considerons que l'exemple de Tor 



di ~ona est un choix cntique de 
!'administration et QU'il evite d~ 
tomber dans !'intervention sten!otypee. 
Cette attitude progressiste et 
contemporaine merite d'etre citee. En 
ce sens nous croyons aussi nous ranger 
derriere cette perception de Manfredo 
Tafuri de !'intervention en milieu 
histonque: " .•. on n'a pas compris que 
renoncer a reconfigurer la ville, 
stgmfie renoncer a la comprendre de 
fac;on critique. La conservat ion a 

Tor di Nona 

Piazza Lancel~t~i (gravure: Gi~eppe Vasi } 

done ete redUlte a une problem~ d~ 
scenographte urbaine superposee a une 
restructuration fonctioneUe, arbi"traire 
dans ses premisses et ses propos, 
parce que non fondee sur un~ 
consideration historique et organique 
du probleme".6 

D?ns c~ propos on voit deja une 
reserve que nous emettons face au 
projet. La commune d~ Rome en 
optant pour une gestion pubiique par 

Relev€ par Za Corrmune dB Rome, 1976 

L 
Ltl 
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un organism~ central et en precisant 
chacun des details d~ 1a restaur:ation, 
a peut~tre gele le processus evoluti.f 
~t organique de l'ilot; phenomene 
commun dans notre archit~ctur~ 
cont~mporaine. 

Enfin Tor di :-.Iona nous donne 
l'exemple qu'un gouver:nement n'a pas 
b~soin d~ s'erig~ un monument pour 
signifier son passage. La petit 
intervention, basee sur la signilication 
de la ville implique ici la socialisat1on 
meme de l'archhecture; la volonte 
d'avoir un centre-ville habite plutot 
que voue aux tourl5tes ou dependant 
d'une population d~ banlieues. Pour 
Rom~ ou ailleur:s, le caractere d'une 
vllle depend souvent de ses habitants 
et de leur falon de recuper-er l'espac~ 
urbain. En ce ~ns, Tor di Nona est 
un ~xemple meritoire. 

~te: les principaux inter:venants de la 
restauration: 
Commune de Rome: detraie les c:oUts. 
:-\ssessorat pour les 1nter:ventions dans 
le centre historique (dependant de la 
Commune): Analyses et elaboration du 
projet. 
IACP (lnsututo autonomo per le ~ 
pop~lare): surveillance de chanuer, 
gestion des batiments e 
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ACADEMIC EvENT 
THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE 

OF THE 
ALCAN LECTURE SERIES 

T
HE PAST seven wmters have 
seen a weekly ritua l - a 
Pilgrimage of hundreds of 

loyalists, skept1cs and 
cunosity-seekers. These masses are 
not seeking their salvation, but 
perhaps merely a glimpse of fresher 
knowledge or a new word of 
explanation; maybe not the absolute 
truth, but at least a clear vie'9tpoint. 
They seek ideas. fantasy, .st:irrula:ticn. 
The destination of the pilgrims 15 
infltl.ltely distant from a holy land or 
Mecca in itself. The event is the 
Alcan Lecture Series which, with 
weekly standmg-room attendances of 
five-hundred ail<! more has come to 
merit some investigation as a 
phenomenon beyond the scope •;.<hich 
typ1cal senes of academic discourses 
would embrace. 

The success of the Alcan Lecture 
Series can be attributed to several 
roots, not the least of which is the 
quality of the lectures' attractions 
themselves. However, one must view 
the content of these lectures relative 
to the nature of the formal 
educational processes encountered by 
those working Into and through the 
fields of Architecture. Such a 
comparison reveals a weakness in the 
Schools' (particularly in the local 
circumstances) approach. An 
intellectual and experiencial void - a 
product of an institution's excessive 
mstructjonaJ self-reliance - invariably 
w1cens wnh time, leaving new, 
bro~mg fields of study primarily to 
the lniuatlve of U:e lndivldual (student 
or faculty) through independent 
research. Alcan offers a neatly 
packaged, clear-cut 'capsule' which 
partially fulfils many of the lacking 

':>v Nathan Godlovitch. 

Can a high- profile, event
oriented, sw.r- studded lecture 
series be of academic val-ue? 

requirements for a broader-minded 
Architecture. To a starving crowd of 
idea-hungry professionals and, mainly, 
students (the ideal professional would 
always consider himself a student), the 
Alcan Lecture dangles a most 
tantalizing Architecture 'vitamin pill'. 
The danger, many counter - and the 
~ion of the series' value at hand -
is the colourful 'candy coating' which 
renders this addictive pill far too easy 
to swallow. 

The fields of attraction of Alcan are 
multi-plex. An · aura has developed 
over the past seven years which has 
turned the series into The 
architectural social event of \1ontreal 
and beyond - removed from the 
academic experience. Amongst 
st.Jdents at McGill (lectures are 
currently held at the University's 
largest lecture hall, the H. Noel 
Fieldhouse Auditorium of the Stephen 
Leacock Building), to miss any lecture 
without good reason is taboo. 
Selectivity in attendance is not 
generally acceptable. 

The attraction potential of any single 
lecture can be attributed to several 
factors of varying merit from an 
educational standpoint. These 
innumerable classifications can be 
grouped (with overlaps) into three 
fundamental realms: celebrity; 
fashion; academics. 

The lecture based solely on the work 
and personality of the lecturer himself 
tends to raise the most serious 
objections to the series from those 
concerned with educational influence. 
One might easily see the 'celebrity 
star-attraction' as necessary to the 
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series• reputauon and continuation as 
a high-profile event (this is vital due 
to the unescapable and understandable 
ego of the series• corporate sponsor). 
Unfortunately, the practising architect 
speaking • ... On his own work' - the 
familiar title of the celebrity lecture 
- often turns out to be a hollow, 
sometimes narrow-minded exercise in 
showmanship, more reminiscent of a 
best-selling author's appearances at 
department stores and on talk shows 
to improve both his sales and his 
public image. 'Hot' personalities can 
omit any substance from their 
discussions allowmg their reputations, 
and often boistrous personalities, to 
carry their lectures - undeniably to 
occasionally highly entertaining levels. 
\lot unaware of their oral virtuosity, 
the practising demi-gods of the lectern 
(Robert Stern and Michael Graves 
come immediately to mind) are often 
permitted incredible !lippancy and 
arrogance by their highly enthused, 
star-struck audience, turning their 
discussions into an academic farce. 

Although much less dubious than the 
lecture focusing on celebrity, the 
aspect of 'fashion• is a maJor target of 
criticism by those who oppose {fear?) 
the scope of the lecture series. 
AMual comments, hardly kept private, 
condemn the imposition of too many 
ideas - of superficial trends - on the 
easily infuenced. One professor of 
design was heard to wish out loud for 
the complete demise of the lectures 
on these very grounds. The nature of 
'trendiness' is consistently passed off 
as mere faddism - a passing phase 
per p e tu ate d by a.fl i m mature, 
capriclou) generation of popularizers 
of the field. 



Yet, to deny the student the exposure 
to new (albeit 'trendy') concepts of 
aesthetics; to contemporarv 
practitioners whose time-untested work 
is drawing attention; to archit~ of 
past eras who have earned a second 
look at their contributions through a 
fresher perspective, is hardly a decent 
response to the problems associated 
with fashion-following. The lectures 
actually contribute somewhat to proper 
understanding through the powerful 
too ls of first-hand explanation and 
thoroughly studied and documented 
interpret a t ion. A 'trend' or 'fashion' 
once understood is a valuable resource 
to . a1d m the designer's ability to 
articulate, discriminate and express. 
To add to one's architectural 
vocabulary through the clarified 
lnderstanding of others' intentions can 
only enrich the individual, even if the 
new lexicon is never consciously 
applied. As such, the AJcan Lectures 
should be considered as a preliminary 
bas1s to avoid the narrowness and 
blind following usually associated with 
fashion. if the lectures' inherent 
weaknesses (discussed below) are duly 
recognized. 

Intellectualism is probably the one 
a.spt:ct curren t ly most lacking in many 
des1gn studios. In its ability to 
provoke thought and discussion among 
t hose who habitually s l ip into a 
dreary, Introverted, isolated routine, 
Alcan is providing the stimulation 
necessary to open one's eyes a touch 
wider, and, optimaJiy, to perce1ve a 
touch clearer. Insightful, 
comprehensible criticism, positive and 
negative, anduces further investigation, 
expenmentauon, and, . ultimately, the 
elusive (~hile limited) understanding of 
some mmute facet of architectural 
expression. 

Lack of intellectualism in Schools of 
Architecture - the void which the 
Alcan lecture (or any lecture) only 
begins to Cill - stands as a svmptom 
of a wide-spread mala1se common to 
contemporary education. The lectures 

act as surrogate to the immensely rich 
1 i terary aspect of architecture which, 
amongst too many students, has fallen 
into difficult times. Undoubtedlv 
returning to an earlier analogy, Alcas; 
represents a pill much easier to 
swallow (more readilv available 
requiring little input beyond mer~ 
presence and some attentiveness) than 
the literature which ideally should be 
prov1ding this necessary function. 
Surely, as the 'audio-visual' approach 
to education must begrudgingly be 
~ccepted as an inevitable teaching 
mstrument, so the Alcan Lecture 
serves as the equivalent to the 
electronic , pre-packaged. pre-ed.ited 
literature and theorv of architecture. 
While one must not laud the further 
demise of the written word, it must 
be realized that the event-criented 
lecture series is, for many, the only 
intellectual stimulus thev will 
voluntarily encounter on a -regular 
basis concerning architectural design, 
and for others, it is the onlv locallv 
available expose of curre~t global 
architectural issues Cat least in such a 
dynamic format). 

The main weakness inherent in any 
lecture series as compared with the 
impact of the written word is in the 
choice of subject, which, in the 
former case, is entrusted to the series 
co-crdinators. Without the desire and 
enthusiasm to follow-through on any 
stimulating revelation encountered at 
an Alcan Lecture by further 
investigation and research severely 
narrows the value of any lecture or 
presentation to that andiv1dual. In an 
age of the mass media, the 
permutations of choice are ultimately 
redx:ed from the infinite ("which?'') to 
the finite ("yes or no?"). The lone 
decision left to the discreuon of the 
consumer is the question of whether 
or not to attend. The co-ordinators 
of the Alcan Lecture Series 1\lontreal 
architect Peter Rose and up to the 
conclusion of last season's lectures, 
Alcan's Terrv Kirkman) have obviouslv 
found what the consumer wanted - the 
question of attendance is seldom 
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pondered by the loyalists; seats are 
often at a premium in a 600-seat 
auditorium. 

\larch 17. 1981 - Vmcent Scully -
Frank LJoyd Wright. Freud and the 
American Dream; this was Scully's 
fifth ill>pearance in the seven years of 
the series. Scully's fame as a 
1 ec turer, scholar and educator 
reinforced by his previous dynamic 
perfomances for Alcan, as well as the 
enticmg utle, drew an unprecedented 
deluge of students, professionals and 
faculty to the Fieldhouse Auditorium. 
For very nearly two hours, some 
seven-hundred hot, cramped individuals 
witnessed every enrill>turing flamboyant 
gesture and emotive description. The 
steps to all ex1ts were completely 
obstructed as were the aisles, making 
the unlikely desire to depart 
prematurely a virtual impossibility. 
Yet . as Scully reached his crescendo, 
not a distracting sound was noticed. 
His conclusion was met by a sustained 
ovation, followed by a slow, silent 
exit, as everyone reflected on the 
experience of the completed lecture. 
Months later, his comments, 
observations, analog1es and pure 
emotion are still remembered and 
recalled - and noted in r~xperiencmg 
Architecture through his added 
pef'spective. 

1his IS the epitome of what the AJcan 
Lecture Senes can be, at its best. 
For \kGill students (told on bemg 
1nformed of the series !:>v their 
Director to sit near an aisle to 
facilitate early departures), Alcan os 
an invaluable complement to the 
usually stenle studio routine. For 
inspiration and provocation, the series 
IS ~S~paralleled in its mass a.ffectatjon. 
Even the bitterest opponents of the 
senes' mtenuons still find the time to 
attend and observe - even 1f only to 
defame 1t the next mom10g. Tlus 
umversal attraction of proponents and 
detractors mav be the strongest 
indicator of the Alcan Lecture Senes' 
undeniable educational value e 



Rediscovering an Arc'hitectw>e of fine detaiLing and exqui site drawing . .. 

The Maxwell Scrapbook 
by Stefan W isniowski. 
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W THIN today's architectural 
community, and especiaUy 
w1thm the Schools, a certain 

tension seems to exist between the 
aesthetic and the functional aspects of 
architecture and camps of 'artists' and 
'engineers' seem to emerge from 
within the ranks of architectural 
students. ln the face of this implicit 
schism, a figure emerges from the 
past who combined these two facets 
of architecture: \o\ontrealer Edward 
\o\axweU {1867-1923). 

It was within the last generation 
before the \o\odern Movement took 
hold that Edward, with his brother 
Williarn Sutherland Maxwell, learned 
and prac ticed a total architecture. 
His obituary of 1923 states it clearly: 
"He was the rare combination of a 
practical architect and true artist. "2 
Whether des igning houses for 
well-to-do c lients within Montreal's 
Square Mile or planning institutional 
works such as the Montreal Museum of 
Fine Arts, the High School of 
Montreal, and the Regina Parliament 
Buildings, the Maxwells had a flair for 
fine detailing in addition to their 
practical approach to planning and 
lighting. This combination resulted in 
buildings that both looked pleasing and 
worked well. 

nzustmti.ons, f1'0m the top: 

a. Edhxzrd Mt:u:we t t, i n mid-carBsr 
b. Not;ss on human facial structure 
c . Sketchss of HtlW England houses 
d. MarshaZZ Fisld Warshouos, 

Chicago, cast mul.ti.on detail 



In the following pages we have 
reproduced excerpts from Edward 
Maxwell's scrapbook (held in McGill's 
Canad ian Archit ecture Collection), 
which records much of his education, 
gained before the days of Schools of 
Architecture, in the Boston offices of 
Shepley, Coolidge & Rutan and at the 
Boston Architectural Club. We are 
immediately struck by the drawing 
skills of this future member of the 
Royal Canadian Academy of the Arts, 
for it seems that these skills led him 
to the sensitivity for detail that is 
crucial to an artist. It is in his 
exquisite detailing that Edward found 
expression for his artistic abilities, 
otherwise denied to him in the 
efficient lighting and commodious 
planning of his- buildings. 

The scrapbook contains scores of 
careful drawings of the ~ew England 
houses (which so influenced Edward 
later on), studies of Classical detailing 
and planning, human morphology, and 
even a fanciful 'design for his own 
tombstone. 

Il Zustratiorw, fl'om th8 top: 

a . Design fol' John A. MacDonald 
status comp•titidn, Mon~al 

b. Sketch of the Albany City Harl. 
"LalJyer 's Staircase" 

c . Cornice {o'l'f'tl study, uatBrcoloUl' 
d. Hugh A. Altan House , studies 

of brickwol'k patterns 
•· Classical building- type notes: 

"Academis dil Medicine", "Jail" 
''Palais pour l.•s RepNsBntanis 
ds Fl'a11ae " 

f. CJilUida'tier and 1.amp studies 
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We have also reproduced some of 
Maxwell's later work, showing some of 
his skills as an artist and draughtsman. 
An example is the entry to the 
Supreme Court competition in Ottawa. 
Although the Maxwells won a 1907 
competition for the Court Building, 
typically drawing praise for their 
"simply and conveniently arranged"3 
floor plans, construction was never 
commenced and the competition was 
presumably re-opened at a later date. 
Together with some of the Maxwells' 
other work, we have reproduced an 
entry into this second competition, in 
which the design has been expanded 
and a dominant central tower added to 
the composition, resplendant in its 
beautifully drawn Gothic tracery . 

Itlustrati.<ms, .~1'Cnl eiuJ top: 

a . Hodgson House , pencil sketch 
b . Saslcatcher.xm Lcgi 1.atu1'e 
c. Andi1'07'!S study , watcrcol.ou1' 
d. Hugh A. AZ.lan Bouoe, pl.a:ne 
6. Unidentififld deoign, psn & ink 
j'. Un.idnntified design , wate1'Co1.our 



The Maxwell Scrapbook is worth 
studying in its entirety; it provides a 
fascinating view of an architect's 
edJcatioo and work at the turn of the 
century. These selections from the 
scrapbook should suffice, however, to 
demonstrate the caring and attention 
to detail exemplified by one of 
contemporary North America's most 
practical architects e 
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IlZustrati~s, trom the top: 

a. Unidentified design, ink uash 
b. Hodrjscn Cottage, Ste-Agaehs P. Q. 
c. Depal'tmental. and Courts 8uildi•:g 

competition entry, tower dstar~l 
d. Courts Bt1i Zding, 11 Z.evaeion 
e . Cora•ts BuiLding, logicaL p'l.unni•1g 
f . Cour t;; Building, entt>ance detaii. 
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Baroque Modernism 

Examining its master~ that Italian Scholar: 

Paolo Portoghesi 

by Graham D. Livesey. 

"For t.Jho :.ri.U r.ot ::'ICln:eZ. :ha: our 
body, a ~en; ago i~eraeptible in 
:;r.s bosom o:· t.hs t.~ l10l.e, should PIO!J 

be a coi.:.ssus, a oorZ.d, or rat her a 
whoZ.e, c~~ed to the nothingness 
OO!iOt"A 0" A' l"eCC h. 11 

B~2ise Pascal., Pensles . 

PAOLO PORTOGHESI'S eminence as 
d widely published architectural 
historian, teacher, critic and 

architect of note places him in a 
rather unique position. The exhausting 
research that he has pursued into 
speci fic periods of arc hitectural 
nistory, although not directly 
paralleling his work as an architect, 
~ profoundly influenced a number of 
his major projects. This direct link 
with t he past was a sensitivity 
maintained by few other architects 
dur i ng the 1950's and 1960's . 
Portoghesi's ability to interpret the 
past and to play contrary historical 
ideas off against one another, while 
retaining a distinct twentieth century 
c haracter, has placed him in the 
forefront of the movement which 
Charles Jencks label s 'Late 
Modernism'. 

The influences of the Italian Baroque, 
Art Nouveau, Frank Lloyd Wright, 
German Expressionism and the Modern 
Movement, subjects he has written a 
great deal about, can be traced in 
many of his projects. Portoghesi, 
however, along with his partner 
Vittorio Gigllotti, often delights in 
juxtaposing these influences with more 
contradictory and obscure notions. As 
with his writmgs, each project stands 
as a step 1n an ongoing research 
proc ess. His houses, in particular, 
bear wit~~s to h1s mos\ fruitful 
e xperiments, mark i ng de finite 
theoret ical c hange s, a lthoug h 
maintaining a common 'Lat e-Modernist' 
thread. 

As an historian, Paolo Porteghes l is 
respected most for his knowledge of 



the Italian Baroque, with particular 
emphasis placed upon the work of 
Francesco Borromini, the Baroque 
master who is best known for his 
brilliant spatial compositions and 
mampulations of the classical orders. 
Indeed, of all of the influences to 
which Portoghesi openly professes, 
Borromini looms as the most apparent. 

The understanding of space as a 
compositional factor is the strongest 
basis of comparison between 
Por toghesi and Borromini. Both 
architects, have carried out 
experiments with space as a 
psychological reality, able to control 
the thoughts and emotions of those 
experiencing their buildings. A 
fascination with the geometry of 
curves and how the use of undulating 
walls produces contracting and 
expanding spatial forces runs rampant 
in their work. Also, the use of light, 
to produce a powerful dynamism, as 
well as the manipulation of spatial 
dynamics to create specific visual foci 
and a sense of movement to the 
infinite, are overly prevalent in both 
Baroque Architecture and Baroque 
Modernism. 

Paolo Portoghesi makes a strong use 
of basic geometry in his planning, 
although the flowing plastic walls and 
spaces tend to de-emphasize this. The 
inherent sculptural and organic nature, 
whi c h produces a powerful 
interior-exterior relationship and lends 
to an easily readable building, 
contradicts current Post-\lodern 
theories, wh1ch seek intellectual 
stimulation through ambiguity. 

"Infinite space is endowed with infinite 
quality, and in that infinite quality is 
lauded the infinite act of existence". 

G1ordano Bruno, L'lnfinito Universo e 
Mondi 

The creation of the sense of the 
in!ini te, and infinite space, is a 
Baroque measure achieved through the 
use of curvilinear walls, dynamic space 

AndJ"eis !iO'.lBB 

and ornament. A judicious use of 
ornament enhances these qualities by 
guiding eye movement across major 
structural changes, endowing a building 
With a sense of timeless harmony 
confined within its own dynamism. 

Frank Lloyd Wright's revolutionary turn 
of the century work provides further 
insp1rat1on. His conception of flowmg 
space, regard for the site and 
enhancing the use of colour and 
ornamentation have left their distinCt 
1mpr1nt on Portoghesi's work. An 
\louveau and especially the designs of 
Antonio Gaudi and Victor Horta have 
,·einforced the curvilinear and organic 
nature of his buildings. German 
Expressionism and American industrial 
design have added a streamlined look 
to some of his later projects, and 
Bruno Taut has given Portoghesi 
mspirauon w1th regards to the use of 
colour an the modern context. 

,A,. major concern for Portoghesi, in his 
design work, is responsiveness to a 
particular site, be it rural or urban. 
His method entails a careful study of 
the site and its environs in order to 
idenufv the character of the place 
and utilize it as an educational device 
to reflect the area's nature back onto 
1ts inhabitants. Portoghesi IS 
particularly aware of how people. 
through the workings of the mind, will 
respond to a building. 
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In several designs, Ponoghesi and 
Giglioni have made rather unique use 
of a curvilinear stair motif, traceable 
back to roman amphitheatres, 
Borromini's 5. lvo alla Saoienza and 
Frank Lloyd ._'right. it produces a 
diminishing and expanding effect, 
shilling slices in an uprising towards a 
never to be reached dimax. Thev 
have employed it in a~ 
am phi theatre-like manner and, 
inverted, as a roofing technique. 

The foUowing are some of Portoghesi's 
mere influential works. unique in their 
intertwined and dynamic spatial 
relationships, use of colour and 
fantasy: 

The Baldi House of 19.59 constitutes 
Portoghesi's first major experimental 
endeavour. lt sparked interest and 
discussion, particularly in Europe, 
where hts oa;ork tends to be bener 
~'Tl. Its disjointed walls are united 
by strongly empha3i:ted cornice lines, 
as the building shifts between 
sculptured fluidity and harsh linearity. 

The Andreis House of 1964-67 is the 
work. although Still experimental, of a 
more mature architect. Here again, a. 
series of diverse styles have been 
synthesized to produce sequences of 
Interacting interior and exterior 
spaces. The surroundings are well 
reflected by the large windows which 

act to disjoint the curvilinear concrete 
walls. 

The Papanice House of 1967, 
influenced by Borrommi, Taut and 
vernacular buildings in Rome, has on 
several occasions been used as a 
science-fiction movie set. The 
exterior, much more fluid than the 
earlier work, is covered in a profusion 
of organ-pipe-like tubes of various 
colours. Although introverted from 
the outside, the flowing interior waUs 
constantly draw the eyes of the 
onlooker to the windows and beyond. 
Radiating pools of space are def~ed 
by circular stalactite-type structures 
penetrating them at key points. 

The Church of the Holy Family of 
I 963 makes an overall use of the 
curvilinear stair motif to create 
various interlocked, pulsating spaces. 

The Bevilacqua House of 1964-72, 
generated by interacting oval shapes, 
combines both strong convex and 
concave planes w1th the stair pattern. 
Its fortress-like appearance harmonizes 
well with the rocky seashore site. 

As an historian, Paolo Portoghesi takes 
a strong, anti-internationalist position, 
for history as a contmuity, relating to 
the context within which a building 
falls. In this time of shifting 
theories, he stresses the importance of 
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a building's relationship to the 
influences of the period in which it 
was constructed, and in fact, how it 
influences that which is outside its 
own time and place. Portoghesi. in 
dealing directly with historical fact 
without succumbing to the threat of 
imitation and in employing and 
expressing modern building methods, is 
now recognized after twenty-five years 
of work as a leading theoretician in 
the search for an expressive 
architecture e 
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MANNERISM 
by William Mark Pi.nlott. 

An analysis of ' irrationality' in an age of Reason ... 

MANNERISM tS a term that was 
born in the 1920's, used to 
describe a body of work, daung 

roughly from 1.520 to 1600, which 
could be neither defmed as a part of 
the High Renaissance nor Baroque 
periods. A sometimes skittish and 
surprising reaction to the former 
movement in the eyes of modern art 
historians, Mannerism co-existed with 
both of the aforementioned styles, and 
as such, cannot be defined as a 
specific 'pertod' in the history of 
architectural development. 

Its receptton during its beginnings was 
mixed, divided almost perfectly 
between 'moderns', young architects 
and Renatssance art historians. For 
the former group, the master 
architects/artists Giulio Romano, and 
most tmportantly, Michelangelo, 
exercised tremendous influence, 
through their revolutionary (rather 
than reacttonary) manipulation of 
surface, volume and architectural 
language. The revolutionary practices 
were qutte possibly interpr~ted as 
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~~.·ere quite possibly interpreted as 
Irreverent reactionism by many, 
resulting in a movement which 
encouraged fracture from the strict 
and logicaJ art and architecture of the 
Renaissance. 

The boundaries of artistic licence 
formed by that period are discussed by 
modem historian Colin Rowe: 

•. . the Renaissance ... conceives 
~ture as the ideal form of any 
soeces, as a matJ'lemaucaJ and 
Platonic absolute whose triumPh 
over maner it is the purpose of 
art to assist: so. in pajnting, it 
seeks an m!allibili tv of form. 
Scientific perspective reduces 
external reality into a 
mathematical order; and, in so 
far as :hey can be brought into 
this scheme, the "accidental" 
properties of the physical world 
acquire si.gnif1cance.l 

Rowe, through this, asserts that 
neither natural instmct nor purely 
emotive form-making were justifiable 
,. i thin tlle realm of Renaissance 
sensibllity. He continues: 

Therefore, the artistic process 
is not the impressionistic record 
of ue thing seen; oot is rather 
the in!orming of observation by 
a philosophical idea; and, in 
Renaissance architecture, 
imagination and the senses 
~unction within a corresponding 
scheme.2 

In :he 1520's, this attitude denied 
credibility for both romanticism and 
e::!ecuclsm, !or as indications of these 
new atutudes appeared, they were met 
wuh dension by Renaissance critics 
such as Ludov1co Dolce. 11\e insult 
o,a;as named la Maniera - denved from 
the Italian "mano" (hand), used to 
signify an ascendancy of manual 
!)l'aCtiCe over visual observation and 
danty.3 This manneristic activ1ty was 
seen, m the context of an age of 
~eason, by these same critics as 
common and decadent (notably, an 

The Fifth Column 

opinion that has been shared, until 
qtllte recently, by modem historians). 

Controversial discussion, however, 
would not have arisen around these 
new works if they had not been 
considered to be enchanting and 
progressive by many others at that 
time, and thought to be mdicative of 
'a more cultured age'. Progressiveness 
from the 1.530's onwards, it seems, 
was seen to mean a conformity with 
"tne tastes of the !)l'esent century".4 
Sat1sfying the tastes of one's critical 
peers was an objective which carried 
great influence in the formation of a 
large body of \1annerist work in the 
three major VIsual arts. John 
~rman, in his analysis of all facets 
of Mannerism in the arts, details 
Paolo Pino's advice to painters 
(c. I .58:.): 

... in all your works you should 
introduce at least one figure 
that is all distorted, ambiguous 
and difficult, so that you should 
thereby be noticed as 
outstanding by those who 
understand tl"'e liner points of 
an.5 

In another case, the writer Bernardo 
Tasso (who spoke earlier of tastes), 
refers to some of his intentions 
(c.I.5t.9). He wished to achieve "the 
greatest possible artifice, so that they 
(verses for madrigals) shall satisfy 
uruversally". 6 

The Mannerist attitude, unllke that 
held during the Renaissance, took 
sympathy with the imperfection of 
man: his varJous quirl<s and his need 
for eclectic variety - directly in 
opposition to the Renaissance's 
domin~nt concerns for logic, 
perfection, and as the Mannerlsts 
argued, monotony. 

Thus, the lines of combative dialogue 
'!'ere drawn - a dialogue presently 
~nt~preted as havsng to do with order 
and 'disorder'. 

Th!! body of Mannerist work In all 
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areas of the arts which became 
increasingly popular with the decline 
of the Renaissance (and said to have 
passed away after the Sack of Rome 
in 1.527), is seen as a ma1a.i.se by art 
hi~torian Frederic Hartt, and has been 
categorically qualified by him as 
follows: 

Content: Abnormal or anortnal. 
Exploits strangeness of subject, 
uncontrolled emotion . 

arrative (or allegory): 
Elaborate, involved, abstruse. 
Space: Disjointed, spasmadic, 
often limited to foreground 
plane. 
Compos1 tion: Conflicting, 
acentral, seeks frame. 
Proportions: Uncanonical, usually 
attenuated. 
Figure: Tensely posed; confined 
or overextended (powerless or 
weightless). 
Colour: Contrasting, surprising. 
Substance: Artificial. 7 

Although the above constitutes an 

Above: Donato Bl'amante, Tempictto di 
S . PUJtro in Montol'i.o , 150:! 
Haj'as'L, La T't'a11sfigura::ione, 1517 
Domtmico dtl~ 'Jhil'Lando.io, 
The Maosacra of ths Innoctmto, 1485-90 

Pont.orino, The Entomlment, 1525-28 

z« 



Rosso Fiorentirw. 
Moses and Jethro's Daughters, 
1523 

Mic he Zange lo, 
the stair of the Ricetto 
of the Lau.J'entian Libroa:ry, 
1524-59 

observation of properties of Mannenst 
painting, from it, one may easily draw 
parallels applicable to architecture. 
Art Historian Ltnda Murrav derives 
such comparisons: · 

... 1t (Mannerism in architecture) 
concentrates on violations of 
the rules governing accepted 
usage of the classical orders 
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and an irrational and 
unpredictable disposition of 
space, combinauons of features. 
treatment of surfaces. lt is 
mvariably accompanied bv rich 
decoration and often by 
elaborate illusionism.B 

lt seems, through these two latter 
mterpretations, that our contemporary 



ooinlons about \1annerlst intent deal 
solely v.ith some sort of perversion -
"the very human desire ro impair 
perfection when once it has !:>een 
ac!ue~ed".9 

lt is perhaps .fitting, then (and 
pres u mab ly embarrass i ng :or 
par+.Jcioants t.n arguments of this son) 
that Mannenst ••.-orks !reouentlv stand 
as some of the greatest achi~ements 
in tlle history of arc:hltec:ture. One 
such achievement was the Laurentian 
Library (152t - 60 .n Florence, 
part icularly its r icetto (entrance 
lobby), engineered bv the great 
Master, \l1chelangelo. He \\'as indeed 
'gui lty' oi breaking the rules of 
Renaissance ordering - :he notion that 
th i s should be done by t he 
unquestioned leader of Renaissance 
sculpture, pcunting and architecture. 
carries an elemen: of ~i.se. and is 
essential : o :h e credibility of me 
Man."leis: :.~u. Manner-ist historian 
GlO!glo Vasari says of 1ichelangelo: 

-- e man who bears the palm of 

a ll ag~s . tra nscending and 
ech psL"lg aJI the rest. the divine 
~ u:helangelo Buonarom, who u 

supreme !lOt Ln ~ art but in all 
ttc~ a t once. He surpasses not 
only aJI thost- who have as it 
were, surpasst'd 'ature, but the 
most famous anc;ents, also, who 
undoubtedly surpa~ her. He 

The Fifth Column 

has proceeded from conquest to 
conquest , never finding a 
difficulty ""'hich he cannot easily 
overcome by the force of 1-tis 
divine genius. by his industry, 
design. ar:, jucgement and grace.fO 

The riceno is an essay in organic 
playfulness, despite its omnioresent 
severity. In :his room , each 
archJtecruraJ element is given licence: 
the half-column pilast ers do not obey 
the traditionaJ hierarchies (Lighter with 
ascent), becoming shoner, thicker and 
untapering in the highest portions of 
the space. These same pilasters, 
rather than sining on the walls, press 
into them - 'pushing' the walls out , 
thereby rendering the enclosure 
unusua11y plastic. · Large brackets 
beneath these hall-columns, intended 
to be perceived as suppor t for them, 
are le!t to hang, perversly, off of a 
wide, conunuous horizontal moulding, 
leavmg them suppor:Jess. Rectangular 
pilasters, again contrary to tradition. 
are hidden by the pregnant walls. 
rather :han r~ing upon them. The 

staircast-, the showp•ece of the room, 
fabulously c urvtd, pours downward 
from :he doorway of the reading room 
into t he ricetto, filling the entire 
room. 

The t~n1ques used by Michelangelo 
g ive each component of the room -
wall, p1laster, moulding, bracket, niche 
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and stair - autonomy. Were they 
capricious gestures of irrationality on 
his part ? \1odern appraisals of 
~1annerist theses .,.. ould suggest that 
th is is so, but k nowing of t he 
seriousness of th1s master (and the 
solemnitv of a 'theatre' such as has 
been described), one must conclude 
that t h1s is not so, and that other 
motives were intended. Vasari . the 
architect and art histonan who along 
with Ammanati was responsible for the 
completion of construction of the 
stair ,11 thought (because of their 
acquaintance, probably most rightly), 
that Michelangelo's manipulat ions were 
to provide varieta]2an all-pervasive 
concern of the time. 

Vasari had praise too for Giul io 
Romano ( 1492- I .546), based on very 
s i m i lar premises. Romano was: 
" ... learned, bold, sure, capricious, 
varied. abundant and universal". A 
similar opinion, referring to Romano's 
work, was h eld b y Vasar i's 
contemporary, Serlio: "Variety among 
the elements is a source of pleasure 

Above: 

.'4i.chelar4oZ.O, the Ricotto, detail. 

Above, from Z.eft: 
GuiZU. Romano, Pa~zo ckl. 'J'c, 1527-34 

Ent~cc elevaticn 
Cour tyard eZevati~ 
La Sala dei Giganti, detail. 



Fedsl'ico Zuccheri, 
Casino de Z.Zo Zuccheri, 15 7 8 

to the eye and sat isfaction to the 
mind" .13 Romano's Palazzo del Te 
( 1.526-34), extremely popular at that 
time, and inspiration for much 
tmitation, has remained today the 
Mannerist archetype. 

The building, recently, has been spoken 
of primarily with respect to one of its 
courtyard elevations, in which 
monstrous keystones, curiously placed 
over blind openings, are contained by 
bottomless pediments; in which the 
entablature over the grotesquely 
rusttcated, columniated wall shUts out 
of place in each bay to suggest 
dropped keystones; and so on. What 
has escaped much attention, because 
of that devoted to Romano's 
perverstons of Vitruvius' rules, is the 
fact that each facade of this building, 
both on its outer edges and within the 
courtyard itself, are quite noticeably 
different. "'otable, also, is that each 
room of the building is profoundly 
dissimilar to the others: this, in a 
complex which does not carry any real 
organisation (the great number of 
rooms are stmply strung in a line 
around the courtyard). The chambers' 
characters range from refined and 
antique to off-beat, as in the case of 
the Sala dei Giganti which is simply a 
small, two-way vault, 'sans murs', with 
a herotc fresco, deptctmg a scene of 
a cataclysmic earthquake (repleat wtth 
$U i tab I y contorted giants). The 
original design of the room included a 
fireplace which cast its light on the 
figures of the painting as if they were 
~ea!, reinforcing the fantastic image, 
Imbuing the room with the "reality, 

Mannerism 

myth and suprise•114 which made it the 
favorit e of owner and patron Fedenco 
Gonzaga, his distinguished house guests 
and the ladies and cavalieri of the 
Mantua courts.15 The Palazzo del Te 
became, with great speed, a champton 
of the Mannerist spirit of varieta. 
Unlike the opinions concerning its 
'disturbing' nature forwarded by Harn 
and Murray, ~ must surely admit 
that the building is enchanting, 
although perhaps a threat to 
architectural (which some equate to 
cui rural) sobriety. 

There eXJsts, however, a thin line that 
is drawn between enchantment through 
caprice (irreverence?) and decadence, 
where the rational or the normal is 
lost sight of altogether. \iany 
maintain that "Aannerism - its 
attitudes in architecture, pamung, 
sculpture, the decorative arts, 
literature and music, crossed this line. 
The 'crisis' then, is the period of 
'decadence', which we contend in thts 
discussion, is at worst, to be 
considered as a time of some 
'irreverant' activity. Unique to thts 
time, though, were horrific, extreme 
works which have fueled arguments 
and accusations of \\annerist 
'pre-meditated sin'. And, in the 
tnterests of fairness of this discusston, 
one should tllustrate ~ such extreme. 
Fe<!erico :uccheri's casino in Florence 
( 1578), a confusing and clearly 
uneducated work (decadent in its 
egotistical isolation), is brought to our 
a ttentton bv Colin Rov.e m '"us essay 
Ma nne rism and Modern Architect\re 
( 19.50). :ucchert's 'cornposttlon', a je\1 
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ctespc-it using both applied and exased 
architectural and sculptural detail and 
'over-Mannerist' tnckery, IS simply 
inexplacable. The rusticated base, its 
sometimes shattered stones floatmg 
some1.••hat freely on a smooth field, 
seems to support nothing. The piano 
nobile is disproportionately compressed 
and lacks structuring rigour altogether. 
Traditionally ordering pilasters are of 
ungainly width, and surprisingly (or 
maybe not so) violated by openings, 
thetr framing, in turn, conspicuously 
incomplete. The ante story, too, 
escapes Identification, 1ts one opening 
hovering above the central blank 
panel. The panel too, unlike its 
contemporaries (by Palladio, et al), is 
rendered meanmgless, because of its 
lad< of focus, and in turn, inability to 
generate necessary dualities within the 
facade. 

ProJeCts such as the Casino dello 
:ucchen, and the architectural 
promiscuity 1 t represents, have 
unfortunately been seen to be 
representative of all Martnerism, thus 
leaving the movement to be viewed 
w1th confus1on and disdain until 
reantlv (Robert Ventun's love for the 
compl6ities and contradictions of the 
movement's ~~oork - as illustrated tn 
the book named similarlv (1966) - have 
brought MatVlensm to light somev.:hat; 
however the body of work remains 
largely unknown today). 

\1annerism has been traditionally 
relegated to scornful linle passages at 
the back of chapters (or whole books) 
about Renatssance architecture. Texts 



such as History of Italian Renaissance 
Art. a stal" .ard eduo..ttona.l toi'T'e m 
de?af"t~n:s oi Art History notably at 
McGilJ Umversttv). devotes slightly 
more than a snipoet of discussion to 
M~rist arch.itecruce. and curiously. 
places Mlchelangelo's Medici Chapel 
ard Laurentlan library m the scope of 
the late Renatssance fsurelv. 
Michelangelo could not be gul.lt)• ~f 
:he consctous sms of a \1annenst 
architect?). His 'mannerisms' tend to 
be attributed to his awareness of 
plasticity as a sculptor, and are thus 
accepted into the High Renaissance's 
realm of perfection. Palladio. too, 
can be sa1d to have been a \1annerist 
(note particularly the facades of the 
VenetJan churches), but hrs 
compositlonal ~tgour, seen both in ?lan 
and elevation. stemming from his use 
of harmonics to derive idea! 
proporuon. tends :o overs.'ladow his 
mannensms. and justif1es his isolation 
by histonans as a phenomenon - late 
Renaissance neither High 
Rena1ssance, \annerist nor Baroque. 
'\\ ah exclusions of Michelange!o and 
Palladio from discussions of 
Mannerrsm. a one-sidedness arises 
which allows the perpetuity of 
a ccusa tr on s of capnciousness, 
irreverance and decadence. Hence, 
tre ''.lannerist Crisis'. 

Courtauld Institute Art Histonan John 
Shearman believes that 'Aannerism, 
being examrned again (alt"lough 
somewhat superficially) in the 
twenueth century, earns poor hearing 
because Interpretations of it are 
de:hed from twenueth century terms 
of references (our prejudices and 
problems). Indeed, Mannedsts were 
gutlty of the same fault m assessmg 
:he H1gh Rena1Ssance as 'boring'. 

Historians such as Harn and Murray, 
and others who have dealt with 
Mannerism dunng th~ last sixty years 
( tl<olaus Pevsner, Anthony Blunt and 
Colin Rowe), have seen the movement 
as an abberation of an architectural 
methodology .which was logical and 
perfect - and qutt~ ''v1odern' in this 

~e!tard. The sympathy towards the 
:unctlonal logic o! the Modern 
\I<Joo.rement and its supposed absence of 
eclecticism is very closely tied with a 
corresponding empathy towards 
Renatssance dogmae. Coincidentally, 
disdain towards Mannensm has been, 
tlv t.l,ese same criucs. also been held 
for Victorian Gothic architecture and 
the Picturesque style, and even until 
quite recently, for Art Nouveau. 

One must conclude that assertions 
establishing .\lannerism's position as a 
'crisis' in the historv of art should be 
considered fundamentally untrue. The 
movement enriched us with an 
invaluable resource of references, 
among them, the works of 
\1ichelangelo. PaHadio. Romano. Vasari 
(the Uffizi, Florence). Ammanati 
(Palazzo Farnese, Rome) and Peruzzi 
(Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne, Rome). 
Their efforts broke essential ground 
which allowed the Baroaue movement, 
as well as, even. attitudes of freedom 
within the \1odern Movement, to 
flourish. 

The licence taken wrthin the domain 
of Mannerism, which some see as 
frivolity or vassilation constituting a 
crisis, was simply indicative of flux 
within a transitional period - just as 
in any such time . These 
charactenstics were not borne, for the 
most part, of an ignorance of nor a 
rejection of the constituent elements 
of a fine architecture; rather, they 
were based upon tile knowledge and 
manipulation of these elements. 
\1annerism was an educated style, 
quite naturally a part of 'a more 
cultured age•.16 

Ponsaipt 

lt is not surprising, then, that 
Mannerism is enjoying some renewed 
interest today, as Robert Ventun and 
many others who share his concerns, 
find these reflected in Mannerist work. 
Correspondingly, the non-Modernists 
will ftnd fault with Mod~rnism based 
on similar grounds as those which 
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\\annerists found with the High 
Renarssance. As well, as in 1520, 
architectural opinion in our century is 
placed into a condition of dialogue, 
not dedicated to any single thesis. 

\lannerism was not the style of 
the whole of sixteenth century 
art, but it was like one part of 
a dialogue; similarly the ideas 
it fed upon were not unopposed. 
It was partly because opinion 
was divided that it became 
sharpened to the point of 
complete consciousness ... .17 

ow, again, the lines of combative 
dialogue have been drawn between 
opposing fields of theory; the nature 
of these debates will be illuminated in 
the next issue e 
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Above, f'!'om lo]"t: 

An~a Palladio, Caoa di Pal~dio 
And'f'ga Palladio, IZ Redantore 
Miolu!Zangelo, Po'f'ta Pioa, 



CHATEAU OUFRESNE, LE MUSEE 
DES ARTS OECORATIFS DE 
MONTREAL, corner of Pie IX and 
Sherbrooke, Thursday to Sunday, 12 
AM to 5 PM 
May 30 to July 19 
Innovative Furniture - This exhibit 
organized by the Smithsonian 
Institution Traveling Exhibit Service 
(SITES) concentrates on innovations in 
19th and 20th ce ntury American 
Fumlture making 

COIN DES ARTS, Central Station 
Summer 
Yomg Canadian Artists: Georges de 
Rome, Jean Piere Latour, Uttan 
Brad1ey, AJice D. Rawstron 

EN OIMAGE, 3967 St Oenis 
July to September Jordi Bonet: 
sculpture and serigraphs 
H. Bouchard 8onet ceramics 
Jean Letarte: Jean Latarte: paintings 
Ancree de Groot: paintings 

GALERIE A, 680 Sherbrooke West 
July 15 
Michele Tuoret: Serly Volant du 
Claude Thibodeau 
August 1 to August 26 
MicheJ Gauth.ier. photographs 

GALERIE ART ET STYLE, 896 
Sherbrooke 
July and August Paintings: Claude 
Castonguay, Helene Oouset, Jean 
Marie deBiois, J.P. Ladouceur 

GALERIE DON STEWART, 1460 
Sherbrooke West 
September 
Seymour SegaJ: paintings: series on 
"runners" 

GALERIE JOUIRDAN, 1234 Bishop 
July 7 to July 31 
Gallery Collection: ChagaJI Mlro, Oali, 
Belanger, Tobiasse, Delunay and others 
August I to August 21 
Antonio Maro: Peruvian artist; oils on 
canvas and mixed media on paper 
September I to September 21 
Peter Ganss: sculpture 

OLD POST OFFICE 

MAKING 
PLANS 

by Bar'Jara Dolman 
and Helen Malkin. 

GALERIE UBRE, 2100 Crescent 
July 25 
Francois Sylvand: paintings 
April 15 to September 
Fe.lix et Cecilia Vincent paintings 

GALERIE MOTIVATION V, 1447 Bleury 
September 
Copy Art Exh.ihition 

LA GALERIE SHA YNE, 547 Royal 
Mount Avenue 
September 24 
12 Maritime Artists 

LITTEL GALLERY, 1324 Sherbrooke 
West 
July 
West African Masks and Figures a: 
Pre-Columbian Art 

MCCORD MUSEUM, 690 Sherbrooke 
West 
until September 20 
Ulric BourKeois: Photographs of 
Quebec and New England 
The River and the Bush! the impact of 
the timber trade on the Ottawa Valley 
until October 11 
Fashonab1e Female Df'ess of the 1 &60's 

MONTREAL MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, 
3400, avenue du Musee 
to August 9 
Where did the Cap Go? 
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July 2 to August 1 0 
Lithographles (Prints and Drawings 
Galleries) 
July 10 to August 16 
La Pierre parle: Lithography in 
France, lM&-1900 
to September 20 
Ulysse Comtois: Le 23 octobre 
(Highlights of the Collections) 

MUSEE D'ART CONTEMPORAIN, Cite 
du Havre 
July 17 to September 6 
Paul-Emile Borduas 
August 2 to August 23 
Francoise Buyold: 1933-81: "Writing 
Drawing Engraving" 

OLD POST OFFICE, Green~ and 
deMaisonneuve West 
July 16 to August 8 
Peter Rose and AJan MapJes, Erich 
Marosl, Ron Keays: Architect\lral 
Drawings and Models 

SAIDYE BRONFMAN CENTER. '170 
Cote Ste Catherlne 
July 1' to August 4 
Gcaphitnage: members of the Fine Arts 
Faculty of SBC; photography, etchmg 
and photo-etching 
Sword Street Press: lithographs 
A"'gust 11 to September 2 
Stanley Lewis: 
Gravures 1977-81; ~ engravings from 
stone cuts 
Franc:is Gettman: 
paintings 
September 10 to September 28 
Colotrs of JerusaJem: 100 prints by 
Jerusalem artists 
Da.vid Oucho.lo: photographs 

YAJIMA GALLERY, 307 Ste 
Catherine, Suite 'n 
September 
E.J. 8e1Jocq: Storyville Portra.tts 
Georges Legntdy: Floating Objects 

WATCH FOR THE OPENING OF: 
Archives and Library 
01\adi.an <:enter of Ard'litec:tlre. 1"0 
Ste Catherine, 2nd floor 
Montreal • 
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Detail Drawing for the London and Lancashire Company Building 
Edward M.oxwell 

Canadian Architecture Collection~ McGiZl University 
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